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(ABSTRACT)

Anther culture experiments were conducted to construct a monoploid family. The donor
plants used were hybrids between high leptine producing selections of Solanum chacoense
Bitt. and anther culture responsive selections of Solanum phureja Juz. & Buk. Several
steps of the anther culture process were studied. The results indicated that genotype
remains the main factor affecting anther culture response. Growing anther-donor plants in
higher greenhouse temperatures (30°C day/20°C night) increased the number of embryos
per anther by 40%. A heat shock given to anthers in culture for 12 hours at 35°C was also
found to be beneficial resulting in an increase of the anther culture response by 40%.
However the effect of the high temperature shock resulted in lower regeneration rates. In
all experiments a highly significant “date” effect was observed with one or two days
differing from the others by showing higher response rates in all hybrids tested. The
majority of the regenerated plants was diploid, probably resulting from unreduced
gametes. Simple sequence repeat analysis with eight polymorphic primer pairs was used
successfully to identify the homozygous diploid plants that were added to the monoploids.
In total 34 monoploid plants and 14 homozygous diploids were obtained. The degree of
heterozygosity revealed by SSR analysis indicated that the diploid plants originated from
unreduced gametes formed by first division restitution (FDR) mechanism. The SSR
marker data were used to map the genes with respect to the centromeres by half tetrad
analysis. SSR-containing sequences from the public databases, as well as sequences

obtained from a genomic library enriched for SSRs, were used to generate 48 primer pairs.
Only 12 of them were found to be polymorphic in the monoploid family. Ten primer pairs
did not amplify any specific fragment. The monoploid population showed distorted
segregation at four of the polymorphic loci, showing overrepresentation of the chacoense
alleles in three of them. One of the loci showing distorted segregation (STSTP, amplified
by primer pair RV 11+12) is most probably linked to lethal alleles, whereas another one
(ST13ST, amplified by primer pair RV 21+22) could be linked to genes affecting antherculture response. The location of the SSR loci on the potato chromosomes is not known
except for one (waxy, primer pair 3+4), but statistical analysis on the segregation data obtained
from 70 heterozygous anther-derived diploids showed no linkage between them. The SSR
primer pairs developed in this study might be useful in studying genetic relationships
among cultivars and accessions in breeding programs. Randomly amplified polymorphic
DNA (RAPD) analysis was used in association with bulked segregant analysis to detect
linkage with genes controlling leptine biosynthesis. With all the limitations imposed by the
population size and contamination from foreign pollen, a band amplified by primer OPA
16 could differentiate the bulks contrasting for leptine content. It is possible that this band
is linked to genes suppressing leptine biosynthesis, since it appears only in the plants that
do not synthesize leptines. Further investigation with larger populations is needed to
confirm this possibility.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Genetics and breeding
Potato (Solanum tuberosum L. ssp. tuberosum) is one of the most valuable basic food
crops of the world. It ranks fifth in area and fourth in yield among crop plants for human
consumption, and it is superior to all other crops in protein production per unit area and
time, and to most others in terms of energy production (FAO 1996).

As a subject for breeding, potato has some attractive characteristics. Potato is propagated
vegetatively, so any genotype can be maintained with all its characteristics unchanged
through clonal propagation (no meiosis is involved). Potato has the richest source of
genetic variability among the cultivated crop plants (Ross 1986). The genus Solanum
includes more than 2000 species, 180 of which form tubers (Hawkes 1978). The tuberbearing potatoes are divided into five groups: diploids, triploids, tetraploids, pentaploids
and hexaploids with a basic chromosome number of x = 12 (Howard 1970; Hawkes 1979).
Most of the related species can be crossed with the cultivated potato, so the feasibility of
incorporating exotic germplasm into cultivated types is very high.

Among the objectives of potato breeders, the most important are improvement of yield
and resistance to pests, diseases and environmental factors. Classical breeding in potato is
done at the tetraploid level. It involves crossing between selected cultivars or parental
lines, followed by selection of the desirable progenies through clonal multiplication.
However, because of the tetraploid level of potato, crosses between cultivars produce
highly variable seedlings, only some of which may be useful. Moreover, low genetic
diversity in S. tuberosum (Howard 1970; Plaisted and Hoopes 1989) has caused slow
progress in potato breeding, thus making the introduction of genetic diversity from other
species important for further improvements. Interspecific hybridization has been used in
breeding programs especially when introduction of specific genes for pest resistance was
1

required. This involves overcoming crossing barriers due to ploidy differences and
incompatibilities (Hermsen 1979; Singsit and Hanneman 1987). Breeding at the diploid
level offers an alternative to this problem. Chase (1963) proposed an analytical breeding
procedure involving the use of dihaploids (haploids derived from tetraploids), with the aim
of constructing tetraploids with maximal heterozygosity. This scheme has been adopted
by many potato breeding institutes and performed in conventional breeding programs with
good success (Ross 1986). Wenzel et al. (1979) proposed a further reduction of the
ploidy level that would make possible selection at the monoploid level without the
interference of dominance effects. This “monoploid sieve” allows elimination of
genotypes bearing lethal alleles.

Glycoalkaloids in potato
In developing potato germplasm breeders are concerned with the presence of
glycoalkaloids for two reasons: first, the total glycoalkaloid content in the tubers should
be low, since they are toxic to humans (Kuc 1984), and second, high foliar content of
specific glycoalkaloids (leptines) can provide resistance to pests, especially to the
Colorado potato beetle (CPB), Leptinotarsa decemlineata Say.

The CPB is the most economically important potato pest in North America (Jacques
1988). Although controlling the pest by chemical means is not difficult, natural resistance
would be more desirable. In fact many pesticides become ineffective because of the
development of CPB strains that are resistant to specific pesticides. Natural resistance
would also reduce the environmental consequences of using synthetic pesticides.
Considerable efforts have been focused in the transgenics approach to solve the problem.
Introduction of genes controlling production of δ-proteins from Bacillus thuringiensis
(cry I-IV genes) resulted in CPB resistant Russet Burbank potatoes (Perlak et al. 1993).
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However, concerns have been raised regarding the use of transgenics in agriculture, and
the resistance provided by such “foreign” genes might not be permanent.

Solanum glycoalkaloids, because of their insect-deterrent activity, offer a valuable
alternative to synthetic pesticides in providing natural defense against insect pests,
especially CPB. However, not all glycoalkaloids are effective deterrents to CPB feeding.
Those found in S. tuberosum (α-solanine and α-chaconine) are ineffective against CPB;
whereas some accessions of S. chacoense, even though their total glycoalkaloid content
was not different from the others, showed high resistance to CPB due to their high leptine
content (Sinden et al. 1986). S. chacoense is indigenous to the hot dry plains of Argentina
and besides the high leptine content of some accessions, it is also a good source of
resistance to environmental stresses. Of particular interest is the fact that S. chacoense
apparently limits leptine biosynthesis to the foliage, thus reducing the risk of incorporating
toxic products in the tubers of the hybrid progeny (Lawson et al. 1992; Lawson 1993).
In spite of the fact that the natural resistance of leptine-producing accessions of S.
chacoense has been known for more than 30 years, conventional breeding approaches to
introduce this resistance have failed to produce a commercial potato cultivar (Lawson et
al. 1993). This is in part due to the fact that S. chacoense tuberizes poorly under long day
conditions and has very long stolons, making it difficult to use directly in breeding
programs (Bani-Aameur et al. 1991). Solanum phureja is a cultivated diploid species
indigenous to the Andean regions of Peru and Bolivia and is characteristically low in total
glycoalkaloids. A population comprising many accessions of S. phureja has been adapted
to long day conditions through recurrent selection (Haynes 1972). Selections from this
population have exhibited high levels of heterosis in hybrids with tetraploid potato
cultivars (Veilleux and Lauer 1981; Bani-Aameur et al. 1993). Being mutually compatible
with both S. tuberosum and S. chacoense, selections of S. phureja can be used as a genetic
bridge between the two species; since traditional breeding to introduce leptine-based
resistance while maintaining the agronomic quality of the hybrids has failed to achieve the
desired results (Sanford et al. 1984).
3

Anther culture in potato
Haploids are of special interest to breeders because of the possibility of utilizing their
chromosome-doubled derivatives in breeding programs as inbred lines. This can be
achieved in two steps by reducing the chromosome number followed by chromosome
doubling. Both processes can be conducted in a single year (Bajaj 1990) and, compared
with traditional inbreeding through self-pollination, will reduce significantly the time
required to obtain completely homozygous inbred lines. In potato especially, selfing is
difficult or impossible because of the many hurdles in conventional crossing (male-sterility,
self-incompatibility and inbreeding depression), and reducing the ploidy level followed by
chromosome doubling remains the only method of obtaining homozygous lines (Bajaj
1990). Besides their use in breeding, doubled haploids are useful in genetic mapping and
studies of quantitative trait loci (Choo 1981; Snape 1988; Singsit and Ozias-Akins 1993).

There are two ways for reduction of the ploidy level: 1) via gynogenesis (parthenogenesis)
by crossing with ‘haploid inducers’ diploid species that produce unreduced gametes
(Breukelen 1981; Caligari et al. 1988); 2) through androgenesis in anther culture (Sopory
et al. 1978; Wenzel and Uhrig 1981; Veilleux et al. 1985; Singsit and Veilleux 1989). To
avoid confusion in the nomenclature of haploid plants in potato, those derived from
cultivated potato (2n=4x=48) are called Adihaploids@ since they bear two chromosome sets
(2n=2x=24), while haploids derived from dihaploids or diploid potato are called
Amonoploids@ or “monohaploids” (2n=1x=12). The first monoploids of S. tuberosum
were obtained by Baerecke & Frandsen in 1968 (Frandsen 1968; Ross 1986) after
fertilizing a dihaploid with S. phureja. Subsequent tests showed that androgenesis was
much more effective than gynogenesis (Van Breukelen et al. 1977; Jacobsen 1978b; Ross
1986).
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Solid MS medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962) was used initially in anther culture of
potato. Later, Uhrig (1985) reported much higher regeneration rates and anther culture
response when using liquid medium and maintaining the cultures in continuous rotation on
a shaker. In short, anthers containing microspores at the late uninucleate/early binucleate
stage are aseptically removed from the bud and placed in an induction medium and
stimulated into a sporophytic pathway giving rise to embryos, which in turn are transferred
to a regeneration medium from which plants are obtained and transferred to MS basal
medium.

The first potato monoploids were unstable and doubled spontaneously in culture or in vivo
(Wenzel et al. 1979), or they were too weak for practical application in breeding
(Uijtewaal et al. 1987). This may have been due to the inbreeding depression observed
after reducing the tetraploid genome of S. tuberosum first to the dihaploid level and
subsequently to the monoploid level. Dihaploids are known to be sterile and lacking
vigor. An alternative way of obtaining monoploid potatoes would be the use of diploid
species; less inbreeding would be incurred by reducing the genome only once, and also this
would facilitate the introduction of beneficial characters from diploid relatives into
cultivated potato.

Although much work has been done in anther culture of potato (Ross 1986; Veilleux
1997), embryo yields are generally low. Considerable variation is observed for embryo
production. First, anther culture response is genotype dependent (Wenzel and Uhrig
1981; Heberle-Bors 1985; Uhrig 1985; Veilleux et al. 1985; Singsit and Veilleux 1989;
Snider and Veilleux 1994). Uhrig & Salamini (1987) and Singsit & Veilleux (1989)
showed that genes controlling anther culture response can be introduced into nonresponding genotypes. However this would require too much time during which other
beneficial characteristics of the clone may get lost. Consequently much of the research has
been directed at improving other factors that would increase the anther culture response,
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such as: growing conditions of anther-donor plants (Dunwell and Sunderland 1973;
Foroughi-Wehr et al. 1977; Cappadocia and Ahmim 1988; Tiainen 1992); medium
composition and preparation (Powell and Uhrig 1987; Cappadocia and Ahmim 1988;
Veilleux et al. 1985; Uhrig 1985; Sopory 1979; Batty and Dunwell 1989); pretreatment of
anthers and buds prior to culture (Wenzel and Uhrig 1981; Uhrig 1983; Johanson 1986;
Cappadocia et al 1986); and environmental conditions during anther culture (Calleberg et
al. 1989; Calleberg and Johansson 1993; Shen and Veilleux 1995).

Although anther culture is done primarily to obtain monoploids, plants of different ploidy
levels are often obtained, the majority of which are diploid (Bajaj and Sopory 1986;
Jacobsen and Ramanna 1994). Depending on their origin, the genetic composition of
diploid plants can vary from completely homozygous (those derived from reduced
microspores and subsequently doubled in culture), partially heterozygous (those derived
from unreduced gametes), to completely heterozygous (those derived from somatic cells
of the anther - identical to the anther-donor). Identification of homozygous plants is of
particular interest since these plants are equally valuable as the monoploid ones.

Molecular markers in potato breeding and genetics
Molecular markers such as restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP), random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and simple sequence repeats (SSR) have been used
extensively in genetic studies of potato. Their main advantage compared to morphological
or physiological traits and isozymes derives from the fact that they are unlimited in number
and independent from environmental factors.

The polymorphism in RFLP analysis results from differences and changes in DNA
sequences. These may derive from point mutations, insertions, deletions or inversions that
result in gain or loss of a restriction site, or different fragment sizes. The analysis is based
6

on the hybridization of a labeled DNA probe to homologous sequences in the plant DNA
after this has been cut with restriction enzymes and separated through gel electrophoresis.
RFLP markers have several advantages over isozyme or conventional markers because
they are: 1) codominant (both homozygous and heterozygous classes can be identified); 2)
unaffected by the environment; and 3) abundant and highly polymorphic. Disadvantages
of RFLP markers are: 1) laborious technique; 2) radioactive labeling is required; 3) the
rate of polymorphism is low in some species.

The RAPD procedure is a polymerase chain reaction (PCR)-based analysis (Williams et al.
1990b) using random 10-mer oligonucleotide primers. In each reaction several
polymorphic fragments may be amplified from wherever the primer anneals to the plant
genome in both directions in sufficiently close proximity. Compared to RFLPs, RAPDs
offer some advantages since the procedure is simpler and faster and several polymorphic
loci can be obtained in a single amplification. The main disadvantage of RAPDs is that
they are dominant markers; thus discrimination of heterozygous loci is not possible.
Repeatability of results is another drawback of the RAPD technique, generating more
difficulties in interpretation of the segregation patterns.

RFLP and RAPD markers have been used in potato mainly in studies regarding the
following topics:
$ segregation studies, varietal identification and genetic diversity (Demeke et al.
1996; Spooner et al. 1996; Hosaka et al. 1994; Singsit et al. 1993; Quiros et al.
1993);
$ identification of introduced chromosome regions (Jacobsen et al. 1995; Waugh
et al. 1992);
$ analysis of 2n gametes and anther-derived plants (Meyer et al. 1993; Barone et
al. 1995);
$ identification of quantitative trait loci (Berg et al. 1996a; Berg et al. 1996b);
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$ construction of genetic linkage maps (Gebhardt et al. 1994; Gebhardt et al.
1991; Bonierbale et al. 1988; Tanksley et al. 1992);
$ confirmation of somatic hybrids (Takemori et al. 1994; Williams et al. 1990a;
Baird et al. 1992).

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) otherwise known as microsatellites, are short tandemly
repeated core sequences spread throughout the genome (Tautz 1989). The number of
repeated sequences may be variable among individuals comprising a population, while the
flanking sequences are generally conserved. This allows construction of long specific
primers complementary to the flanking sequences in order to amplify the SSR-containing
region via the PCR reaction. Polymorphism derives from the different numbers of core
repeats. Amplified fragments can be separated in agarose gels and visualized under UV
light. SSRs appear to be an ideal marker since they possess the advantages of both RFLPs
and RAPDs: 1) they are abundant and distributed throughout the genome; 2) the
procedure is simple, fast and reliable; 3) information is transferred easily to other
laboratories by publishing the primer sequences; 4) they are codominant; and 5) SSRs are
highly polymorphic (Weber 1990; Saghai Maroof et al. 1994).

SSR analysis was first exploited in mammalian genomes (Tautz 1989). Genetic maps
based entirely on SSR markers have been developed for many mammalian species such as
humans (Weissenbach et al. 1992), mouse (Dietrich et al. 1992), and cattle (Bishop et al.
1994). In plants although no linkage map based on SSRs has been constructed yet, their
polymorphism has been studied and characterized in a number of species including
Arabidopsis (Bell and Ecker 1994; Todokoro et al. 1995); maize (Condit and Hubbell
1990); rice (Provan et al. 1997); tomato (Vosman and Arens 1997; Smulders et al. 1997);
soybean (Maughan et al. 1995); barley (Saghai Maroof et al. 1994). Yu et al. (1994) were
the first to report mapping of a disease resistance gene in soybean using a microsatellite
marker. SSR markers have been added to existing linkage maps of Arabidopsis (Bell and
Ecker 1994) and barley (Liu et al. 1996).
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In potato only a few SSR studies have been published so far. Veilleux et al. (1995) were
the first to report the use of seven SSR marker loci to characterize the genetic
composition of anther-derived plants of a diploid interspecific clone. Schneider and
Douches (1997) used the same set of primers to study genetic relationships among North
American potato cultivars. A similar study was conducted by Provan et al. (1996a) with
European cultivars. The genomic composition of putative somatic hybrids could
unambiguously be demonstrated by using only two SSR primer pairs (Provan et al.
1996b). Inter-microsatellite amplification has also been used successfully to analyze
genetic relationships among cultivated potato (Provan et al. 1996c). In this study the 5'anchored repeats were used as primers and the regions between two SSRs were amplified
showing satisfactory polymorphism.

In all the above-mentioned studies in potato, DNA sequences from the databases were
used to retrieve SSR-containing sequences. A total of 24 was reported by Provan et al.
(1996a). Not all the loci show polymorphism in all populations used. Although the
designed primers differ from study to study, the amplified loci are the same, but the results
obtained are very different. The most polymorphic locus in the study reported by Provan
et al (1996a) showed 19 alleles in 18 potato cultivars; while the same locus was found
monomorphic in the current study. It is obvious that the possibility of having more alleles
is higher in tetraploid potatoes (up to four alleles can be found in one plant) than in diploid
ones (such as the case of our study). Contrasting results are observed even between two
different tetraploid populations used. For example Schneider and Douches (1997) found
only two alleles for the GBSS gene in 39 tetraploid potato cultivars and one S. phureja
breeding line, while Provan et al. (1996a) found 6 alleles in 18 cultivars. It seems that the
second group worked with a much more variable population than the first. Until now no
report can be found in the scientific literature about efforts to develop more SSR loci from
genomic libraries of potato. More SSR loci are needed in order to fill in the gap that
separates SSR studies in potato from the other molecular marker studies. The first results
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with SSRs are promising, although more studies with wider populations and more
polymorphic marker loci would prove definitively the usefulness and advantages of this
marker system.

Objectives
The main objectives of this study were:
1) To develop a family of anther-derived monoploid potatoes using an interspecific
S. phureja × S. chacoense hybrid as anther-donor, that would segregate for total
and specific glycoalkaloid content;
2) To increase the anther culture response by optimizing several steps of the anther
culture protocol;
3) To develop SSR markers in potato and assess their usefulness and segregation
patterns in the anther-derived family and in a closely related backcross family;
4) To identify possible linkages of SSR and RAPD marker loci with specific
glycoalkaloid content in the segregating families (anther-derived and backcross).
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Chapter 2: Construction of an anther-derived interspecific
potato family and improved genetic characterization by simple
sequence repeat analysis
Summary
Three interspecific diploid potato hybrids between selections of Solanum phureja Juz. &
Buk. and S. chacoense Bitt. were used in anther culture experiments to construct a
monoploid family segregating for leptine content, which infers resistance to Colorado
potato beetle (Leptinotarsa decemlineata L.). Different aspects of the anther culture
process were affected by treatments such as growing conditions of donor plants, ways of
preparing the anther culture medium, and culture conditions. Genotype and date of
culture initiation were among the most significant sources of variation. Significant
improvements in anther culture response were achieved by growing plants at 30°C and by
a heat shock of 35°C for 12 h given to anthers in culture. The heat shock negatively
affected the regeneration rate. The majority of regenerated plants was diploid. Among
these, the homozygous plants could be successfully identified by simple sequence repeat
(SSR) analysis, using eight polymorphic primer pairs. Segregation data from a subset of
70 diploid plants indicated their origin from unreduced gametes produced via the first
division restitution mechanism (FDR), and were used to determine the gene-centromere
distances of the eight SSR loci. The majority of the SSR loci mapped more than 33 cM
from the centromere indicating the occurrence of a single crossover per chromosome arm.
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Introduction
Since selfing is difficult or impossible in much potato germplasm because of the many
hurdles in conventional crossing (male-sterility and self-incompatibility), anther culture
offers the most efficient method to obtain monoploid plants (Bajaj 1990) and subsequently
produce homozygous lines (Wenzel et al. 1979). Such plants are devoid of lethal and
semi-lethal genes because of their hemizygous condition (Jacobsen and Ramanna 1994).
Anther culture has been used successfully to produce monoploids of diploid potato species
(Veilleux 1990). Within the anther culture system, considerable variability for embryo
production has been observed regarding the number of embryos obtained. Several factors
have been considered responsible for this variation, such as genotype of the donor plant
(Uhrig 1985; Chuong et al. 1988; Veilleux 1990), growth environment of donor plants
(Mii and Taguchi 1982; Johansson 1986; Xu et al. 1990; Hamaoka et al. 1991),
pretreatment of anthers prior to culture (Reynolds 1984; Fabijanski et al. 1991) and
conditions during anther culture (Sopory 1979; Uhrig 1985; Cappadocia and Ahmim
1988). Although many steps of the anther culture system have been well-defined
(Cappadocia 1990; Veilleux 1990), further studies are needed in order to increase the
frequency of anther-derived embryos and plants, especially when new germplasm is used
as anther donor.

In previously reported cases of successful anther culture in diploid potato the percentage
of regenerated plants, especially that of monoploids, varied considerably (Jacobsen and
Ramanna 1994). Relatively large proportions of regenerated plants have been diploid and
polyploid. Diploid plants obtained through anther culture can be divided into three groups
depending on their origin: 1) plants regenerated from normal reduced gametes
(microspores) followed by chromosome doubling during culture; 2) plants regenerated
from somatic cells of the anther; and 3) plants regenerated from unreduced gametes.
Among these diploid plants, those of the first group are equivalent to monoploids with
regard to homozygosity and can be used directly in breeding. Those in the latter two
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groups, however, are heterozygous and generally considered undesirable products of
anther culture and would be routinely discarded. Thus, it is of particular importance to
identify the genetic composition of diploid plants in an anther culture program.

In the present study a monoploid family was developed by anther culture of an
interspecific hybrid. The parents of the hybrid were selections of Solanum chacoense Bitt.
(chc) and Solanum phureja Juz. & Buk. (phu). The phu parents were low in total
glycoalkaloids (present only as solanidine), whereas the chc parents were high in
glycoalkaloids (present as solanidine, leptinidine and acetylleptinidine - aglycone forms).
Acetylleptinidine is the aglycone of leptines which have been demonstrated to be a natural
defense against Colorado potato beetle (Sinden et al. 1986). The family is expected to
segregate for leptine content as well as for marker loci and will be used in mapping studies
so that putative loci controlling leptine production can be identified.

Molecular markers such as restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), randomly
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and simple sequence repeats (SSRs) have been
useful for determining the genetic composition of anther-derived plants and for estimating
genetic variation (Veilleux et al. 1995). SSRs, known also as microsatellites, are tandemly
repeated oligonucleotides (2-6 base pairs long) that have been shown to be highly
polymorphic and abundant in human, animal and plant genomes (Tautz 1989; Saghai
Maroof et al. 1994; Wang et al. 1994). SSR markers are codominant, meaning that both
alleles of a heterozygous locus can be identified. Compared to RFLPs the experimental
procedure in SSR analysis is relatively simple (Saghai Maroof et al. 1994), avoiding the
use of radioisotope labeling and Southern blotting. If sufficient SSR loci can be found that
are heterozygous in an anther donor, then SSRs offer a more efficient means of
distinguishing homozygous from heterozygous anther-derived diploids.

Genetic maps of potato have already been constructed (Bonierbale et al. 1988; Gebhardt
et al. 1991; Tanksley et al. 1992; Jacobs et al. 1995; Van Eck et al. 1995) using
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morphological and molecular markers. Although the maps are relatively dense with
marker loci, the positions of the centromeres in relation to the mapped loci are not
precisely indicated (Bastiaanssen 1997). Half tetrad analysis (HTA) or gene-centromere
mapping has been used successfully in potato using 4x-2x crosses (Mendiburu and
Peloquin 1979; Douches and Quiros 1987; Bastiaanssen 1997). In these studies,
morphological as well as isozyme loci have been mapped with respect to their
centromeres. In the study reported here, an attempt to map SSR loci with respect to
centromeres is made for the first time using segregation data from unreduced gametes.

The objectives of this study were: 1) to generate a monoploid family from interspecific
(phu H chc) diploid hybrids; 2) to optimize the anther culture response of such hybrids;
3) to select SSR loci that efficiently discriminate homozygous from heterozygous
genotypes among anther-derived diploids; and 4) to map polymorphic SSR loci with
respect to the centromere using HTA.

Materials and Methods
Anther donor plants

Several crosses between different phu and chc selections were done in 1993. Most of the
seedlings resulting from these crosses were weak plants that died in early developmental
stages (Veilleux and Miller 1998). Among these, three most vigorous clones were
selected for anther culture experiments. The three anther donors used were hybrids
between phu clones BARD1-3, PP5 and AD29-1 (an anther-derived doubled monoploid
of PP5), and chc clones 80-1 (PI 458310) and 55-1. The hybrids were named CP2 (chc
80-1 H phu 1-3); RPC4 (phu AD29-1 H chc 55-1) and RPC6 (phu PP5 H chc 80-1). Six
plants of each hybrid were grown in the greenhouse under 16 h photoperiod at 25°C
day/15°C night (unless otherwise specified).
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Anther culture

Flower buds with anthers approximately 3-4 mm in length (with microspores at the late
uninucleate-early binucleate stage) were picked, wrapped in moist paper towels, and
incubated at 4°C (unless otherwise specified). After 3 days cold pretreatment, the buds
were surface-sterilized by immersion in 80% (v/v) ethanol for 1 min, then in full-strength
commercial bleach (Wonder Chemical Corp., Fairless, Pa.; 5.25% (w/v) sodium
hypochlorite) with a drop of ‘Tween 20’ for 5 min, followed by two rinses in sterile
distilled water. Anthers were aseptically dissected and placed into 125-ml Delong culture
flasks (Bellco Glass Inc., Vineland, N.J.) (30-50 anthers/flask depending on availability of
buds) containing 15 ml autoclaved liquid culture medium (Uhrig 1985; Snider and
Veilleux 1994). Each flask was covered with a Magenta two-way cap (Magenta Plastics,
Chicago, Ill.) and sealed with parafilm (American Can Co., Greenwich, Conn.). Flasks
were kept on a rotary shaker at 125-150 rpm (unless otherwise specified) at 25°C in dark.
After 5-8 weeks, embryos were harvested, counted and cultured in 60 × 15 mm plastic
sterile petri dishes containing 20 ml regeneration medium (Snider and Veilleux 1994).
After 3-5 weeks, the converted embryos (plantlets) were counted and transferred to 20 ×
150 mm culture tubes containing 20 ml MS basal medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962).
The remaining unconverted embryos were transferred to fresh regeneration medium three
to five times every 3-5 weeks. Analysis of variance was conducted on the number of
embryos per anther and number of plants per anther using SAS GLM procedure (SAS
1985).
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Shaker speed experiment

In this study the influence of different aeration conditions of the anthers in culture was
tested (provided by different shaker speeds, and different flask types). Six plants of CP2
and RPC4 and two of RPC6 were grown in the greenhouse from June to September,
1994 (growing conditions as described above). Buds were picked three times each week
and pretreated in cold as above. Anthers from each bud were divided to five different
flasks (one per treatment) in order to distribute bud variation across treatments (Snider
and Veilleux 1994). A total of 3,516 anthers was cultured. Ten replications were done
for CP2 and RPC4, and five for RPC6 (plants were very weak and flowered poorly).
Each flask in each treatment contained 30 anthers as bud availability permitted (the last
three replications conducted at the end of the flowering period had only 26 anthers per
flask). Treatments were: 1) 120 rpm (control); 2) 150 rpm; 3) 180 rpm, 4) 210 rpm, and
5) 120 rpm using baffle-flasks (Bellco Glass Inc., Vineland, N.J.) to improve aeration
without increasing shaker speed. The experiment was completed on four different days.
Data for embryos per anther (EPA), were transformed (√(1+EPA)) prior to statistical
analysis.

Heat treatment experiments

Three heat treatment experiments were done. In the first experiment anthers in culture
were subjected to a heat shock at 35°C for 0, 4, 8, 12 or 16 h after culture initiation.
After the heat shock treatment, flasks were transferred to normal culture conditions as
above. The same plants of the above experiment were used. Fourteen replications were
done for CP2 and RPC4 and eight for RPC6. The experiment was completed on five
different days. Square root transformation of embryos per anther (√(1+EPA) ) was used
in statistical analysis.
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In the second experiment, a heat shock at 35°C for 4 h was alternated with a cold shock at
4°C. In this experiment there was no pretreatment of buds at 4°C for three days.
Treatments were as follows:
1) 4 h at 35°C/68 h at 4°C; 2) 24 h at 4°C/4 h at 35°C/44 h at 4°C; 3) 48 h at 4°C/4 h at
35°C/20 h at 4°C; 4) 68 h at 4°C/4 h at 35°C; 5) 72 h at 4°C. After the end of the
treatments all flasks were transferred to 25°C conditions. Ten replications were done for
CP2 and RPC4 and only five for RPC6 extended over four days.
In the third experiment a heat shock at 35°C for 16h was alternated with a cold shock at
4°C for 24 h. The experiment was repeated twice (with and without pretreatment of buds
at 4°C for three days). Five replications were done for CP2 and RPC4 and only two for
RPC6. Treatments were: 1) 25°C (control); 2) 16 h at 35°C/24 h at 4°C/25°C; 3) 24 h at
4°C/16 h at 35°C/25 °C.

In the heat treatment experiments 30-45 anthers per flask were cultured depending on the
flowering of the plants. In total 7799 anthers were cultured.

Growing conditions of donor plants

Six plants of CP2 and RPC4 (RPC6 was not used due to poor results in the previous year)
in each treatment were grown in two greenhouses maintained at 25°C day/15°C night or
30°C day/20°C night during April- July 1995. Different daylengths were provided by
covering the plants with dark cloth for the short day (12 h) treatments, or by using
mercury vapor lamps to extend the days for the long day (16 h) treatments. Buds were
subjected to 3 days cold pretreatment at 4°C as above. Fifteen replications were done for
each genotype. A total of 4,610 anthers was cultured (50 anthers/flask). Plants under
short days at 25°C did not produce enough buds for 15 replications. These were entered
as missing data in the statistical analysis (embryos per anther was used as dependent
variable). The experiment was completed on six different dates.
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Activated charcoal and growth regulator experiment

The plants for this experiment were grown at 30°C/16 h day. In this experiment different
methods of medium preparation (Uhrig 1985) similar to those described by Büter et al.
(1993) were tested. Treatments were as follows:
1) Control - activated charcoal (AC) and growth regulators [benzyladenine (BA) and
indole acetic acid (IAA)] added before autoclaving; 2) Same as above, but AC was
removed by sterile filtration (Nalgene disposable 0.2µm filter, Nalge Co., Rochester,
N.Y.) 24 h after autoclaving; 3) AC and BA were added prior to autoclaving, AC
removed 24 h after and IAA added by filter-sterilization; 4) Same as (3), except BA was
filter-sterilized and added 24 h after autoclaving; IAA was added prior to autoclaving; and
5) AC removed 24 h after autoclaving and both IAA and BA added by filter-sterilization.

Eighteen replications were done for each genotype (50 anthers per flask). The experiment
was completed on nine different days. Embryos per anther was used as dependent variable
in statistical analysis. A total of 7,499 anthers was cultured.

Early transfer of anthers in regeneration medium

Anthers were transferred to regeneration medium (liquid or solidified with 3g/L agar) two
or three weeks after initiation of anther culture even if no sign of embryo formation was
visible. Final harvesting and counting of embryos was done 5 weeks after initiation of
anther culture. Treatments were: 1) 2 weeks in anther culture medium/3 weeks in liquid
embryo regeneration medium/embryo harvest; 2) 3 weeks in anther culture medium/2
weeks in liquid embryo regeneration medium/embryo harvest; 3) 2 weeks in anther culture
medium/3 weeks in solid embryo regeneration medium/embryo harvest; 4) 3 weeks in
anther culture medium/2 weeks in solid embryo regeneration medium/embryo harvest; 5)
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control - 5 weeks in anther culture medium/embryo harvest. A total of 6994 anthers was
cultured in 15 replications for each clone. Fifty anthers per flask were cultured.

Flow cytometry of regenerated plants

The ploidy of anther-derived plants was determined by flow-cytometry of in vitro leaf and
stem material according to Owen et al. (1988). In brief, cell nuclei were released by
chopping plant material in chopping buffer (45 mM MgCl2, 30 mM Na-citrate, 20mM
MOPS and 0.04% Triton X-100) for 3 min, treated with RNA-se for 30 min., and stained
with propidium iodide. The DNA level of the released nuclei was counted using a
Coulter® Epics® XL Flow cytometer (Coulter International Corp., Miami, Florida).

DNA extraction

Total genomic DNA was extracted according to Doyle and Doyle (1987) with the
modifications made by Veilleux et al. (1995).

SSR analysis

The DNASTAR software was used to search the EMBL + GenBank database for potato
sequences containing SSRs. A total of 22 sequences was found. The PRIMER program
version 0.5 was used to design specific 22-24-mer primers flanking each SSR region
(Veilleux et al. 1995). Primers were named with the letters RV and progressive numbers,
the first of the numbers showing the forward primer. Amplification conditions were as
previously described (Veilleux et al. 1995). The reaction mixture (20µL) contained: 1×
assay buffer 50 mM MgCl2, 160 µM each of the dNTPs, 1.5 U Taq polymerase (Promega,
Madison, Wis.), 0.1 µM of each primer (pH 8.00), and 50 ng genomic DNA as template,
covered by a drop of light mineral oil. The reactions (40 cycles of: 1 min at 94°C, 2 min
at 55°C, 1.5 min at 72°C, followed by one cycle of 5 min at 72°C) were conducted in a
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Perkin Elmer DNA Thermal Cycler 480 (Perkin Elmer Co., Norwalk, Conn.). The
amplified products were separated on 3% MetaPhor (FMC Bioproducts, Rockland,
Maine.) agarose gel run with 1× TBE buffer at 90 V for 4 h. The gels were stained with
ethidium bromide (10 mg/mL) for 20 min and photographed under UV light.

Identification of homozygous diploid plants

All primer pairs were initially screened in reactions containing DNA from the parents (chc
80-1 and phu 1-3) and the anther donor (CP2). Only primers showing polymorphism
between the parents were used in further analysis. A diploid anther-derived plant showing
homozygosity at a particular locus was tested with additional primer pairs. Whenever a
heterozygous locus was found (two distinct bands), a particular diploid plant was
characterized as heterozygous without further testing. Plants that showed single bands at
all available SSR loci were considered to be homozygous.

Gene-centromere mapping by half-tetrad analysis

A sample of 70 partially heterozygous plants (derived from unreduced gametes) was
characterized at all the loci, and data obtained were used to determine gene-centromere
map distances by half-tetrad analysis (HTA, Douches and Quiros 1987).

Results
Shaker speed experiment

Analysis of variance (Table 1) showed significant differences due to genotype and date of
culture initiation. Clone RPC4 showed the highest yield (1.8 embryos/anther), whereas
CP2 had the lowest yield (0.1). However the conversion rate of CP2 embryos was much
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higher than that of the other clones. For CP2, 9% of the embryos regenerated into plants,
as opposed to only 1% for RPC4 and RPC6 (Table 1). Although there was a three-fold
difference among treatments, no statistically significant differences were observed (data
not shown). However, a shaker speed of 150 rpm was adopted for future experiments due
to the generally better performance (1.4 embryos per anther pooled over the three clones)
of that treatment compared to control (120 rpm; 0.6 embryos per anther).

Heat treatment experiments

1) 0-16 hours heat shock at 35°C. Genotype and date of culture initiation were again
highly significant (Table 2); however, the various heat treatments and their interactions
were also significant sources of variation (Table 2). In general (pooled data) a heat shock
at 35°C for 12 h prior to culture significantly increased embryo production by nearly 40%
(Fig. 1). The highly significant interactions of treatment with genotype can also be
observed in Fig. 1. CP2 gave more embryos after16 h heat shock, RPC6 after 12 h,
whereas for RPC4 the differences among treatments were not significant. Embryo
conversion was low in this experiment (only eight RPC4 plants were obtained, whereas
CP2 and RPC6 embryos did not convert to plants).

2) Alternated heat (35°C for 4h) shock with cold shock (4°C for 24h). Genotype and
treatment showed significant effect on anther culture response (Table 3). However, when
comparing the means, none of the treatments showed better result than the control (no
heat shock). The significant effect of replications probably includes the date effect (date
was not entered as a separate source of variation in ANOVA) (Table 3).

3) Heat shock (35°C for 16h) alternated with cold shock (4°C for 24 h). No significant
effects were observed in this experiment (data not shown). This was the only experiment
where no date effect was observed (the experiment was completed in three dates).
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Growing conditions of anther-donor plants

Date and treatment were significant sources of variation in the growing condition
experiment (Table 4). Plants growing under higher temperatures gave significantly more
embryos for both genotypes (Fig. 2). No significant interactions were observed. Plants
grew more vigorously and produced more buds at the higher temperatures. Missing data
for 12h/25°C resulted from poor flowering. Temperature appeared to have more
beneficial effects than photoperiod (Fig. 2). No significant differences were observed
between the two hybrids.

Effect of removal of activated charcoal

Removal of activated charcoal 24 h after autoclaving the media did not have any effect on
anther culture response. Analysis of variance of this experiment did not show any
significant differences among treatments (data not shown). Only the date effect remained
significant. The only beneficial effect of the removal of activated charcoal was the fact
that it facilitated the harvest of embryos (small globular embryos are hardly visible in
presence of AC).

Early transfer of anthers in regeneration medium

Analysis of variance is shown in Table 5. Date, genotype and treatment were significant,
and all the treatments had detrimental effects on anther culture response (Table 5).

Ploidy of anther-derived plants

In both experiments conducted in 1995, none of the RPC4 embryos converted into plants,
whereas 150 plants regenerated for CP2. This fact determined the selection of CP2 plants
to construct the monoploid family. Summary of plants obtained across experiments is
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provided in Table 6. In total 260 CP2 plants were obtained. The majority of the plants
(210 of 260 total) was diploid. The lowest peak in the flow-histogram (Fig. 3) determined
the ploidy of a particular plant. Appearance of peaks at higher levels (2x, 4x, and 8x) was
due to endopolyploidization.

Genetic characterization of diploid plants by SSR analysis

During the years 1994-1995 three consecutive searches were done in EMBL and
GenBank databases, using “potato” and di-, tri- and tetra-nucleotide combinations as key
words; 22 sequences that contained SSRs were retrieved. Seven of these sequences and
the primers derived from them (five polymorphic pairs, Table 7) were taken from
research previously done in our lab (Veilleux et al. 1995). The software PRIMER ver. 0.5
was used to design appropriate primers in order to amplify the regions. Primer pairs that
revealed polymorphism between the phu and chc parents (10 pairs, Table 7) were used to
check all the anther-derived diploid plants (Fig. 4). Among these ten pairs, three (RV
3+4; RV 7+8; RV 9+10) gave identical segregation patterns for all the tested plants. After
rechecking the information from the databases, it was found that these three primer pairs
amplify segments from the same gene or gene family (waxy, or GBSS), represented four
times (accession numbers X52416, X52417, X58453, X83220) in the database from
different sources. Thus the primer pairs RV 7+8 and RV 9+10 were eliminated. Of 210
diploids 14 were homozygous at all eight SSR loci. Since none of the SSR loci are linked,
the possibility of false positives (partially heterozygous plants characterized as
homozygous) is very low. Assuming independent assortment of the SSR loci, the
probability of a false positive can be estimated as (½)8 or 0.0039. The homozygous
diploids were added to the 34 monoploids (since they were considered to be doubled
monoploids) to enlarge the population segregating for leptine production. The remaining
diploids showed different degrees of heterozygosity. The majority (81%, Fig. 5) was
heterozygous at four or more loci confirming their origin from unreduced gametes
produced via the FDR mechanism, thus conserving most of the heterozygosity of the
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anther donor (Veilleux, 1985; Calleberg, 1996). Among the eight loci, the one amplified
by the primer pair RV 15+16 (AAG repeat in accession number Z27235, Table 7)
detected heterozygosity in all heterozygous plants. In other words there were no partially
heterozygous plants that were homozygous at this locus (Table 8). By selecting this locus
first to analyze unknown diploids, we could efficiently eliminate heterozygotes in a single
amplification.

Gene-centromere mapping of the SSR loci

The segregation data of the 70 individuals used for gene-centromere mapping are
presented in Table 8. ‘A’ represents the chc allele and ‘B’ the phu one at each locus. The
codominant nature of SSR markers enables unambiguous detection of both homozygous
outcomes (AA and BB); thus the sum of frequencies of homozygous individuals was used
to calculate gene-centromere distances which yielded better estimates compared to twice
the frequency of nulliplexes in 4x-2x crosses (Douches and Quiros 1987). Distorted
segregation from the expected ratio AA:BB = 1:1, was observed for four loci; thus map
distances for these markers are to be taken as estimates only. Binomial confidence
intervals (95%) are also given in Table 8. The formula from Freund (1971) was used
[(X+½Zα/22± Zα/2√X(n-X)/n + ¼ Zα/22)/ n + Zα/22] to calculate the intervals; ‘X’ represents the
number of homozygous plants at a given locus, and ‘n’ the total number of analyzed plants
for that locus. The locus represented by RV 3+4 (waxy, GBSS) has previously been
mapped on chromosome 8 (Gebhardt et al. 1991). The other loci used in this study have
not been placed on any existing potato map to the best of our knowledge. The
segregation data of Table 8 were also used to check for possible linkage between these
SSR containing genes using SAS procedure FREQ (SAS, 1985). None of the eight loci
showed linkage with any other (data not shown).
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Discussion
Anther culture experiments

These experiments were designed to improve the existing, well-defined, anther culture
system in use in our lab (Snider and Veilleux 1994). It is clear that genotype remains the
main factor affecting anther culture response and regeneration rates (Veilleux 1990). The
interspecific nature of the hybrids used in these experiments may have limited the amount
of embryos and plants obtained. The chc parents were used because of their high leptine
production, although they were known to be poor in anther culture response; thus they
contributed to lowering the response and regeneration rate in the hybrids compared to the
phu parents. Variation was observed among clones and treatments in all experiments, but
the anther culture response was generally low. Such high variance possibly violates
ANOVA’s assumptions (normality of data distribution). To check this possibility
Friedman’s test was also used (Sokal and Rohlf 1995), but the results were the same as
with ANOVA (data not shown). The low regeneration rate may be related to hybrid
breakdown in the form of weak, slow-growing phu × chc hybrids (Veilleux and Miller
1998). Although the most vigorous phu × chc hybrids had been selected for use in the
anther culture experiments, their general vigor was inferior to either parent, and it varied
in different seasons and growing conditions. Because of the heterozygous nature of the
parental species, either parent might have brought a number of lethal and semi-lethal
alleles that in hemizygous condition could cause considerable losses in regeneration rates.
The low number of monoploid plants obtained is another indication of the existence of
such alleles.

The treatments used in these experiments were meant to be innocuous at worst, so that we
could at least conserve the positive results reached previously in potato anther culture.
However, significant improvements were obtained. A heat shock treatment for 12 h gave
an increase of 40% in embryo yield (Fig. 1). Powell and Uhrig (1987) reported similar
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results with a pretreatment at 30°C, and pointed out that the response of anthers to
temperature shock was genetically determined. Our data are consistent with this
conclusion (highly significant genotype × treatment interactions, Table 2). Shen and
Veilleux (1995b) obtained similar results with three interspecific potato hybrids. However
this higher temperature shock might have adversely affected the regeneration rate
(Calleberg 1997). In fact embryos obtained from the heat treatment experiment had the
lowest conversion rate among all experiments (data not shown). Calleberg (1997)
obtained similar results with a group of tuber-bearing Solanum species. More embryos
per flask might be detrimental by increasing competition for media components and
production of harmful substances (Johansson et al. 1990). Shen and Veilleux (1995b)
though, reported an increase in number of regenerated plants after a 12 h treatment at
35°C. Genotypic differences might account for these contrasting results. In all heat
treatment experiments significant genotype × treatment interactions were observed.
Growing plants at elevated temperatures (Table 4, Fig. 2) provided the best increase in
anther response. Several previous experiments have shown strong seasonal effects on
anther culture. Tiainen (1992) found that September-October was the best period for
anther culture of a S. tuberosum cultivar; Veilleux et al. (1985) reported spring as the best
period for a S. phureja clone. Even in these studies, the responses were genotype
dependent. In our study we tried to avoid seasonal effects by maintaining a constant
temperature and day length in the greenhouse throughout the duration of the experiment.
In fact no significant genotype × treatment interactions were observed for this experiment
(Table 4). Temperature seemed to have a more beneficial effect than photoperiod.
However the genetic variation was narrow (two similar hybrids were used), and using a
wider array of genotypes might have resulted in a different outcome.

The use of AC in potato anther culture medium has been shown to be essential (Uhrig
1985) especially when added prior to autoclaving the media. The beneficial effects of AC
are thought to be due to its ability to absorb inhibitory substances released in culture
medium during autoclaving (hydrolysis of sucrose). However absorption by AC is not
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selective, and growth regulators may be absorbed as well. In an experiment in anther
culture of maize, Büter et al. (1993) showed a substantial improvement in embryo
production by removing AC 24 h after autoclaving the media (more than two-fold increase
compared to filter-sterilization or autoclaving without AC). Our experiment did not show
any increase in embryo number after removing AC from the medium. Adding growth
regulators before or after removing AC did not affect the results (data not shown).
Although it was not the objective of this experiment, the data raise a legitimate question
about the necessity of growth regulators in the medium. Conflicting results were reported
in anther culture of maize (Büter 1996) and potato (Veilleux 1996). In this case the only
beneficial effect of AC removal was the ease of embryo harvest in the clear media.

Date effect in anther culture

Due to technical difficulties (time constraint limiting the number of anthers that can be
cultured on a given day), all experiments were conducted over several days, with entire
replications completed on different days. In every experiment date of culture initiation
was the most significant source of variation (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), showing one or two
days with significantly better embryo yields than the others, and this effect was seen in
both years (Fig. 6 a and b). Shen and Veilleux (1995a, 1995b) obtained different results
from similar experiments. Two experiments were extended on three dates, but only in one
of them date was highly significant. Snider and Veilleux (1994) showed a significant
correlation between maximum greenhouse temperatures seven days prior to culture
initiation and embryo yield, but in the present experiment on growing conditions of antherdonor plants, the temperature in the greenhouse was kept rigorously at 25 or 30°C and
still the date effect was highly significant (P<0.0001, Table 4). One way to avoid this
undesired factor would be to try to complete the experiment in one or a few days, but this
carries the risk of missing those days with better response. Another explanation might
concern the frequency of microspores at mitosis when cultures have been initiated.
Anthers 2.5-4 mm in length will generally bear microspores at approximately the right
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stage for anther culture (late uninucleate/early binucleate stage), but the operator does not
measure every bud while collecting them for anther culture (practically impossible).
However even in cases when bud size and microspore stage have been methodically
checked, date was still a significant source of variation. At this point we cannot provide a
convincing explanation as to what are the reasons for such an effect.

Molecular analysis and gene-centromere mapping

Eight of 22 SSR sequences used in the study were polymorphic in CP2 (this family was
used because it had the most monoploid plants). This was an unexpected result
considering the high polymorphism that SSR markers have shown in other organisms,
including plant species (Tautz 1989; Saghai Maroof et al. 1994; Wang et al. 1994;
Smulders et al. 1997). Maybe this derives from the fact that only two different plant
species (chc and phu) were used; checking more species might reveal other alleles not
present in these two.

The ease and usefulness of SSR analysis in determining genetic composition of antherderived plants was shown previously by Veilleux et al. (1995). In that study, however,
SSR analysis was used as an extension to RAPD analysis since insufficient SSR loci were
available. Here we extended those results by relying on SSR data only for genetic
characterizations. Fourteen homozygous plants were identified among 260 anther-derived
CP2 diploids. In order to be precise and confident about deciding if a given plant is
homozygous, one should check as many loci as possible, occurring on different
chromosomes (one locus per chromosome or per chromosome arm would be desirable).
The analysis of the data obtained from a sample of 70 anther-derived diploid plants did not
show linkage between any of the eight loci used in this study (data not shown). So, even
if not on different chromosomes, these loci segregated independently and this fact
decreased the possibility of false characterization of homozygous plants.
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From the data in Fig. 5, it is obvious that the diploid plants were derived from unreduced
FDR gametes, since they conserved more than 80% of the heterozygosity of the motherplant (Veilleux 1985; Bastiaanssen 1997). Accepting this, a distal locus would fail to
identify heterozygosity more often than a proximal one, since the probability of a
crossover increases with distance from the centromere. A crossover results in
homozygosity 50% of the time (Veilleux, 1985). Primer pair “RV 3+4” that amplifies a
segment from the GBSS gene mapped at a distal position on chromosome 8 (Gebhardt et
al. 1991; Jacobs et al. 1995), for example, failed to identify heterozygosity for 41% of the
plants (Table 8), whereas primer pair “RV 15+16” detected all the heterozygous plants.
This locus mapped at the centromere (Table 8) and was the most useful in identifying
heterozygous plants.

Most of the polymorphic SSRs used in this study showed two distinct bands (one in each
chc and phu parent, and both in CP2), except for three bands in the waxy gene when
amplified by primer pairs RV 3+4, 7+8, or 9+10 (Table 7, Fig. 4). Initially we thought
that the third band might have derived from possible recombination in CP2 (Veilleux et al.
1995). However, the outcome of the amplification shown in Fig. 4 proves the occurrence
of heteroduplex formation. In lane 27 of the gel shown in Fig. 4, a mixture of equal
amounts of DNA from two homozygous plants with different alleles (lanes 25 and 26) was
used as template. In such a reaction presence of the two bands is expected; but in fact the
third band appeared as in heterozygous plants. So the third band appears to be an artifact
of PCR.

Unreduced gametes have been used successfully to map genes with respect to the
centromere (Douches and Quiros, 1987, Bastiaanssen, 1997). In these studies 4x-2x
crosses were used and detection of the duplex and nulliplex progenies was not always
clear, depending on the system used (isozymes or morphologic marker). In our study
detection of crossover events (that result in duplex or nulliplex progenies in the 4x-2x
crosses), was much easier for two reasons: first, we used heterozygous anther-derived
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plants that represented the gametes directly, and second, SSRs as codominant markers
provided a much better detection of heterozygous vs. homozygous classes. By achieving
a clear distinction of both homozygous classes (AA and BB), the sum of their frequencies
was used in calculations, thus providing a more precise position of the gene compared to
twice the frequency of nulliplex as in the case of most 4x-2x crosses (Douches and Quiros
1987). Our result in mapping the GBSS gene on chromosome 8 at a distance of 40.58 cM
from the centromere (primer pair “RV 3+4”), corresponded to that calculated by
Bastiaanssen (1997). We are confident that the distances calculated for primer pairs 3+4,
5+6, 15+16, and 17+18 are precise and reliable. Distances calculated for the other loci,
were derived from skewed data. Loci amplified by primer pairs 11+12, 19+20, and 21+22
were skewed in favor of the chc allele and 23+24 skewed in favor of the phu allele. Two
possibilities for skewness are linkage of the SSR locus to a deleterious or lethal allele or
selection in anther culture for loci that favor the tissue culture response (Muringeux et al.
1993, 1994). For primer pair “RV 11+12” there is evidence that this locus could be
closely linked to a lethal allele, since allele “B” was never found in the homozygous state.
To demonstrate linkage to anther culture responsive genes, such genes would need to be
identified and mapped in a population that also segregates for SSR polymorphism. Either
condition would severely compromise the data used in HTA, and the calculated distances
would be only approximate. The majority of the SSR loci mapped more than 33 cM from
their centromeres. This result supports the hypothesis of a single crossover per
chromosome arm in potato microspores (Bastiaanssen, 1997).

Meyer et al. (1993) used a set of 5 RFLP loci to discriminate heterozygous from
homozygous anther-derived plants in potato. We offer the 8 SSR loci in the present study
as a more efficient method for similar discrimination with the advantage of simpler
methodology. The limitation will be the general occurrence of heterozygosity for these
loci in an anther donor. However, as even more SSR loci become available, this limitation
should diminish.
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Table 1. Analysis of variance1 for embryos/anther (EPA), anther culture response and
plants regenerated (P/A) for three interspecific hybrid clones (S. phureja × S. chacoense),
cultured on four different dates, in five shaker speed treatments.
Source

df

MS

p

Genotype Anthers Embryos

EPA2

Plants

P/A2

Genotype

2

30.33 0.0001 CP 2

1458

160

0.1b

14

0.09a

Date

3

14.75 0.0001 RPC 4

1308

2364

1.8a

34

0.01b

Treatment

4

2.77 0.0976 RPC 6

750

752

1.0a

6

0.01b

Gen × Trt

8

1.95 0.1958 Total

3516

32769

0.9

54

0.02

1

Data were transformed by taking the square root of (1 + EPA).

2

Letters show significant differences by Student Newman Keul test at 5% level.
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Table 2. Analysis of variance1 for embryos/anther for three interspecific hybrid clones (S.
phureja × S. chacoense), cultured on five different dates, in five temperature shock
treatments.

1

Source

df

MS

P

Genotype

2

3.434

0.0001

Date

4

0.953

0.0001

Treatment

4

0.363

0.0202

Gen × Trt

8

0.334

0.0101

Rep(Plant)

14

0.538

0.0001

Date × Trt

16

0.279

0.0105

Gen × Date × Trt

17

0.137

0.2650

Model

65

0.447

0.0001

Error

31

0.106

Total

96

Data were transformed by taking the square root of (1 + EPA).
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Table 3. Analysis of variance1 for embryos/anther (EPA), and treatment means (three
hybrid clones), in five alternated heat and cold shock treatments.
Source

1
2

df

MS

P

Treatment

EPA2
0.2 ab

Genotype

2

0.409

0.0048 4 h at 35°C/68 h at 4°C

Treatment

4

0.180

0.0472 24 h at 4°C/4 h at 35°C/44 h at 4°C

0.7a

Gen × Trt

8

0.124

0.1032 48 h at 4°C/4 h at 35°C/20 h at 4°C

0.1 b

Rep(Gen)

16

0.224

0.0005 68 h at 4°C/4 h at 35°C

0.4 ab

Model

30

1.544

0.0148 72 h at 4°C

0.6ab

Error

64

0.753

Total

94

Data were transformed by taking the square root of (0.5 + EPA).
Letters show significant differences by Student Newman Keul test at 5% level.
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Table 4. Analysis of variance for embryos/anther (two hybrid clones, cultured on six
different dates), in four daylength/temperature treatments.
Source

df

MS

P

Genotype

1

0.081

0.3267

Date

5

1.035

0.0001

Treatment

3

0.251

0.0356

Gen × Trt

3

0.034

0.7499

Model

12

0.509

0.0001
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Table 5. Analysis of variance1 for embryos/anther (EPA), and treatment means (two
hybrid clones), in the experiment on early transfer of embryos to regeneration medium
(five treatments).
Source

df

MS

P

Treatment2

EPA3

Genotype

1

0.162

0.0004

1

0.8b

Date

7

0.054

0.0003

2

0.9b

Rep

7

0.0207

0.0959

3

0.7c

Treatment

4

0.1765

0.0001

4

0.8b

Gen × Trt

4

0.0366

0.0181

5 (control)

1.0a

Date × Trt

27

0.0078

0.8319

Date × Gen × Trt

31

0.0185

0.0547

Model

81

0.0287

0.0003

Error

47

0.0111

Total

128

1

Data were transformed by taking the square root of (0.5 + EPA).

2

For treatment explanations see Materials and Methods.

3

Letters show significant differences by Student Newman Keul test at 5% level.
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Table 6. Plants obtained from each clone (pooled data from all experiments).

Clone

Anthers

Embryos

cultured

obtained

E/A

Plants

P/A

Monoploids

obtained

CP2

13771

3569

0.26

260

0.019

34

RPC4

14997

7850

0.52

91

0.006

13

RPC6

1650

1283

0.78

8

0.005

1

Total

30418

12702

0.42

359

0.012
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Table 7. Information about the polymorphic SSR primer pairs used in this study.

Primer

Sequence 5’-3’

Locus

Accession #

Repeat

Product size

RV 3* cccataatactgtcgatgagca

G28WXST

X52417

(actc)5

223 bp

RV 4* gaatgtagggaaacatgcatga

waxy

RV 5* cttgcaacttgttagtaccccc

STPROINI

Z12611

(tc)12(ta)18 180bp

STGBSS

X83220

(ctt)4

246 bp

X58453

(ctt)8

236 bp

RV 6* aaatcctttgtgacctcccc
RV 7* tgattctcttgcctactgtaatcg

RV 8* agtcagagtatggttcctgagtcc Granule starch
RV 9* ttctgatttcatgcatgtttcc

STGBSS

RV 10* atgtgtggtctacaaaaagggg

Granule starch

RV 11* ttcagagacatcatggcaactt

ST STP

X73684

(aga)5

220bp

STACCAS3

Z27235

(aag)7

250bp

STWIN12G

X13497

(aat)6

240bp

POTM 1-2

U23758

(at)20

221bp

ST13ST

X67511

(at)11

200bp

STLS1

X04753

(ag)11

192bp

RV 12* atccttcatcagaggaagaatcc
RV 15 aattcatgtttgcggtacgtc
RV 16 atgcagaaagatgtcaaaattga
RV 17 aaatcgacacagacggaaatg
RV 18 cgagggactttaatttgttgga
RV 19 aataatactgtgatgccacaatgg
RV 20 gtggcatgtcttcgaaggtac
RV 21 gtgattggcaatcagattgaaa
RV 22 gtgtgtggactgtggagtgg
RV 23 gctatgttagggtcaagggcta
RV 24 atatgggatgcttggtataccg

* - taken from Veilleux et al. 1995.
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Table 8. Allelic segregation in 70 anther-derived diploids, and gene-centromere mapping
for 8 SSR loci that were heterozygous in the anther donor (CP2).
Primer
pair

Allelic segregation
BB (freq)

Map position
χ2†

AA (freq)

AB (freq)

RV 3+4

19 (0.28)

41 (0.59)

9 (0.13) 3.57ns

40.58

52.4

29.8

RV 5+6

13 (0.19)

50 (0.72)

6 (0.09) 2.58ns

27.54

39.0

18.4

RV 11+12

24 (0.34)

46 (0.66)

0 (0) 24**

34.29

46.0

24.2

RV 15+16

0 (0)

68 (100)

0 (0)

0.00

5.3

0.0

RV 17+18

9 (0.14)

50 (0.75)

7 (0.11) 0.25ns

24.24

35.8

15.5

RV 19+20

23 (0.34)

39 (0.57)

6 (0.09) 9.97**

42.65

54.5

31.6

RV 21+22

23 (0.33)

39 (0.57)

7 (0.10) 8.53**

43.48

55.2

32.4

RV 23+24

10 (0.14)

34 (0.50)

50.72

62.2

39.2

25 (0.36) 6.43*

† deviation from the 1:1 expected ratio
ns

- not significant

*

- significant at 0.05% level

**

- significant at 0.01% level
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[f(A) + f(B)]*100

95% conf. limits
upper

lower

b
50

ab

a
ab

CP2
RPC6

45

RPC4

40
Embryos per flask

Pooled
35

ab

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Con

4h

8h

12h

16h

Treatments

Figure 1. Mean number of embryos/flask of 30 anthers from the heat treatment study.
Letters above bars show significant differences by Student Newman Keul test at 5% level.
The numbers on the x-axis refer to the duration in hours of the heat shock. Con was the
control with no heat shock.
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a
RPC4

ab

Pooled
CP2
20

Embryos/flask

b
15

a
ab

b

10
CP2
Pooled

5

RPC4
0
12h/25C

16h/25C

12h30C

16h/30C

Treatments

Figure 2. Mean number of embryos/flask of 50 anthers from the study on growing
conditions of anther donor plants. Letters above bars show significant differences by
Student Newman Keul test at 5% level.
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Figure 3. Flow cytometry histograms of a monoploid (left) and a diploid (right) plant.
The peaks represent number of cell nuclei with a given amount of DNA (in logarithmic
scale). The “gates” A, B, C, and D relate to the mono-, di-, tetra-, and octoploid peaks
respectively.
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CP2-440
426+428
CP2-428
CP2-426
CP2-425
CP2-424
CP2-422
CP2-415
CP2-412
CP2-405
CP2-404
CP2-402
CP2-401
CP2-378
CP2-345
CP2-340
CP2-332
CP2-309
CP2-301
CP2-300
CP2-266
CP2-213
CP2-208
CP2 AD
ph 1-3
ch 80-1
Control
Ladder

Figure 4. SSR marker polymorphism amplified by primer pair RV 3+4 encompassing the
ACTC repeat within the waxy gene. Lanes from left to right: 100 bp λ-DNA ladder,
negative control (no DNA), chc 80-1, phu 1-3, CP2 anther donor, and 23 anther-derived,
partially heterozygous diploid plants. Lane 27 contains a DNA mixture from the two
previous plants.
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25
20
15
No of plants
10
5
0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

No of heterozygous loci

Figure 5. Distribution of anther-derived diploids depending on the degree of
heterozygosity observed in 8 SSR loci that were heterozygous in the anther donor (data
from a sub-sample of 70 diploids).
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a) Date effect in 1994 experiments

Embryos/anther

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
9/19

9/16

9/12

9/8

9/7

9/5

9/1

8/31

8/29

8/25

8/24

8/22

7/22

7/21

7/18

7/15

7/14

0.0

Date of culture initiation

b) Date effect in 1995 experiments

Embryos/anther

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
8/17

8/14

8/11

8/10

8/7

8/4

8/3

7/31

7/27

7/24

7/21

7/20

7/17

7/14

7/13

7/10

7/7

7/6

7/3

6/30

6/29

6/26

0.0

Date of culture initiation

Figure 6. Date effect in 1994 (a), and 1995 (b) anther culture experiments. Average data
from all experiments are presented.
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Chapter 3: Development of microsatellite markers in potato:
skewed segregation in an anther-derived monoploid family.

Summary
Simple sequence repeat (SSR) primer pairs were developed and their segregation patterns
were investigated in a monoploid potato family derived from anther culture of an interspecific
hybrid. Eleven primer pairs were derived from published sequences in the public databases,
and twenty-four were designed from a genomic library enriched for microsatellites. A group
of 12 primers previously reported in other studies in potato and 14 primer pairs developed in
tomato were also used. Different amplification protocols were used according to the melting
temperatures of the primers. Two primer pairs obtained from the database sequences and
eight from the genomic library did not amplify specific fragments in the monoploid family, 11
pairs were found to be polymorphic in our population, and the rest were monomorphic.
Distorted segregation was observed in four polymorphic loci. The segregation patterns of
these loci were examined in a backcross family, in order to investigate possible reasons for
their distortion. One of the loci (amplified by primer pair RV 11+12), most probably is linked
to lethal alleles, since it showed distorted segregation in both families with one of its alleles
never observed in homozygous situation, whereas another one (amplified by primer pair RV
21+22) showed distorted segregation only in the anther-derived population indicating linkage
to genes affecting anther-culture response. Although the majority of the primer pairs
developed in this study failed to detect polymorphism in this population, they may be useful in
other potato populations with wider allelic diversity.
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Introduction
Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) otherwise known as microsatellites are tandemly repeated
nucleotide sequences 2-4 base pairs long that vary in number of repeats and are flanked by
conserved DNA sequences. They have been found to be evenly distributed in the mammalian
(Hamada et al. 1982) and plant genomes (Wang et al.1994). By constructing primer pairs
complementary to the flanking regions, the SSR containing fragment can be amplified via the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and used to identify polymorphisms due to different
fragment lengths after gel electrophoresis. Differences in the length of the amplified regions
derive from the variable number of core repeats due to slippage during DNA replication.
SSRs have become the marker of choice in human genetic studies (Wiessenbach et al. 1992),
and many other mammalian species (Dietrich et al. 1992; Bishop et al. 1994; Rohrer et al.
1994).

In plants SSR polymorphism has been studied in Arabidopsis (Bell and Ecker 1994; Brandes
1997), wheat (Ma et al. 1996), rice (Akagi et al. 1996, 1997; Provan et al. 1997), barley
(Becker and Heun 1995; Saghai Maroof et al. 1994;), soybean (Akkaya et al. 1992; Maughan
et al. 1995; Powell et al. 1996), tomato (Smulders et al. 1997), maize (Senior and Heun 1993;
Chin et al. 1996), sunflower (Brunel 1994), and grape (Thomas and Scott 1993). SSR
markers have been introduced in genetic maps of Arabidopsis (Bell and Ecker 1994), soybean
(Akkaya et al. 1995), and barley (Liu et al. 1996). Veilleux et al. (1995) were the first to
report SSR polymorphism in diploid potato. Provan et al. (1996) and Schneider and Douches
(1997) reported the use of SSR markers to study genetic relationships among S. tuberosum
cultivars. DNA sequences from the public databases were generally used to identify SSRs in
potato. In a recent study Smulders et al. (1997) found 35 Solanum entries containing SSRs in
the EMBL/Genbank databases. Since the number of potato sequences in the public databases
is relatively low (Provan et al. 1996), the use of primer pairs from related species, could help
to increase available primer pairs. Comparative mapping studies have revealed conserved
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genomic regions among many plant species especially in gramineae (Van Deynze et al. 1995;
Saghai Maroof et al. 1996) and brassica (Lagercrantz and Lydiate 1996). High density
linkage maps of tomato and potato genomes based on a common set of probes are also
available (Tanksley et al. 1992; Gebhardt et al. 1991). These maps reveal highly conserved
regions between the two species, which implies the possibility of utilizing this information in
SSR studies too. Genomic libraries such as those used to identify SSR containing regions in
barley (Liu et al. 1996), tomato (Broun and Tanksley 1996), and wheat (Ma et. Al 1996)
would be another source of useful primer pairs.

In this study all the above mentioned methods were used to develop SSR primer pairs in
potato. So far this is the first report of SSR primer pairs developed from a potato genomic
library.

The objectives of this study were: 1) to develop SSR markers in potato; 2) to evaluate the
polymorphism of SSRs as molecular markers in potato, and 3) to characterize the segregation
pattern of polymorphic SSR loci in a monoploid anther-derived population.

Materials and Methods
Plant material and DNA extraction

The anther-derived CP2 family obtained from the previous study (Chapter 1) was used to
analyze segregation patterns of SSR markers. It includes 32 monoploids and 14 homozygous
diploids. Thirty plants from a backcross family (CP2 × 80-1), and 31 anther-derived
monoploids from BARD 1-3 were also used to compare segregation ratios for SSR loci that
showed skewness in the CP2 monoploid family. The plants were maintained in vitro on MS
medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962). Total genomic DNA was extracted from in vitro plant
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material according to Doyle and Doyle (1987) with the modifications made by Veilleux et al.
(1995).

SSR primer design

Two consecutive searches (in 1995 and 1996) were done in the EMBL/Genbank databases
using the DNASTAR software. The searches were done entering all possible di-, tri-, and
tetranucleotide combinations and the word “potato”. The lengths of the repeats were limited
to ten, six, and four units for the di-, tri-, and tetranucleotide combinations, respectively.
Seventeen SSR containing sequences were retrieved. Among these a total of 11 sequences
could be used to design primers (Table 1A). In the other sequences either the repeat was too
close to one end of the sequence, or the whole sequence was too short, therefore no primers
could be designed. Primers were designed to have a melting temperature around 60°C and to
be 20-24 bp long using the computer software PRIMER ver. 0.5. Fifteen additional primer
pairs from previously published studies were also used (Table 1B). Among these seven pairs
(RV 1-14) were those reported by Veilleux et al. (1995), five other primer pairs (RV 63-72)
were selected among the polymorphic primers reported by Provan et al. (1996), and three
(RV 97-102) from a study on SSR variability of chloroplast DNA in rice by Provan et al.
(1996) . Another group of 24 primer pairs (Table 1C) was provided from a group of
collaborators in Israel, who used a genomic library constructed with DNA from 80-1 and
BARD 1-3 to design primers (Hillel, J., unpublished). These primer pairs were designed to be
15-20 bp long with a melting temp of 45-50°C. Fourteen primer pairs derived from tomato
sequences (ten from the databases, four from a genomic library - Table 1D), were also
provided from the collaborators in Israel. Primers were denominated with the letters ‘RV’
followed by two consecutive numbers, except the tomato primers that were denominated with
the letters ‘tom’ followed by two numbers as above. Details about all the primer pairs used
are provided in Table 1 (A, B, C, D).
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Amplification reaction and thermo-cycler protocols

For the primer pairs developed from the database sequences, amplification reactions were
based on the procedure reported by Yu et al. (1994). The reaction mixture (20 µL)
contained: 1× assay buffer (50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 9), 1% Triton X-100), 3 mM
MgCl2, 160 µM of each of the dNTPs, 1.5 U Taq polymerase (Promega, Madison, Wis.), and
0.1 µM of each primer. After adding 50 ng genomic DNA template, the reaction mix was
covered by a drop of mineral oil. Each primer pair was first tested with DNA from the
parents (chc 80-1 and phu BARD 1-3), and the anther donor (CP2) to check for
polymorphism. A primer pair was considered to be polymorphic if it amplified fragments of
different size specific for each of 80-1 and BARD 1-3, and if both fragments were present in
the anther-donor CP2 (Fig. 1 and 2). A second reaction mixture was used for primers
developed from the genomic library. The total volume of this mixture was 10 µL and it
contained: 0.15 µM primer; 2.5 mM MgCl2; 100 µM each dNTPs, 1× assay buffer, 1 U Taq
polymerase, and 30 ng DNA template.

Four different amplification protocols were used that varied mainly by the melting temperature
of the primer (Table 1 A, B, C, D) : 1) a typical PCR protocol consisting of 40 cycles at 94°C
for 1 min, 55°C for 2 min, 72°C for 1.5 min, followed by 5 min at 72°C (for primer pairs that
gave strong amplification signals the number of cycles was reduced to 30); 2) a “touchdown”
profile as reported by Liu et al. (1996); 3) a “fast” PCR protocol consisting of 1 min at 95°C
followed by 32 cycles of 95°C for 15 s, 40°C for 25 s, 68°C for 15s, followed by 2 min at
68°C; 4) a similar “fast” PCR as in (3), but the annealing temperature was increased to 45°C.
Amplified fragments were separated in 3% Metaphor agarose gels (FMC Bioproducts,
Rockland, Maine) in TBE buffer (Tris-borate-EDTA) for 4 h at 90-100 V (Sambrook et al.
1989).
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Segregation analysis

Segregation ratios (in the CP2 monoploid family) were calculated for all primer pairs. Chi
square tests (with one degree of freedom) were performed for each primer pair to check for
skewness (from the expected 1:1 ratio). For microsatellites that showed skewed segregation
ratios in the CP2 monoploid family, the analysis was extended to the backcross family (CP2 ×
80-1) and to the anther-derived BARD 1-3 monoploid family (30 and 31 individuals each,
respectively).

Results
Identification of SSR polymorphism in the anther-derived family

a) Primers developped from database sequences

Twenty-four primer pairs were designed from potato sequences in the databases (12 of which
were previously published). Two of them (RV 59+60; 61+62) did not amplify specific bands
in either 80-1, BARD 1-3 or CP2. From the remaining 22, nine (RV 1+2; 13+14; 35+36;
37+38; 39+40; 63+64; 65+66; 67+68; 71+72) were monomorphic, showing either a single, or
two common bands in the parents and in CP2, and these bands appeared in all the monoploids
tested (Fig. 3). Although primer pairs RV 3+4, 7+8, and 9+10, have different sequences, they
were designed using similar template sequences from the databases, or even from redundant
entries in the EMBL/Genbank databases; therefore they represent the same or duplicate loci.
Data obtained from these primers were identical for all the plants tested; therefore for
segregation analysis only RV 3+4 was used. Similarly primer pairs RV 21+22 and 33+34
were redundant (only RV 21+22 was used for analysis). Surprisingly only one (RV 69-70) of
the five primer pairs from those reported by Provan et al. (1996) was polymorphic in our
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population; the other four (RV 63-64; 65-66; 67-68; 71-72) did not amplify any segment in
the CP2 family.

b) Primers from the genomic library

Twenty-four primer pairs were provided by the group of collaborators in Israel (Hillel, J.,
unpublished). The melting temperatures of these primers (‘Tm’ in Table 1C), which in most
cases determined the annealing temperature in PCR, were lower (lower G+C content)
compared to those designed in Blacksburg. This factor predicated the use of different
amplification protocols for these primers (protocols 3 and 4 in Materials and Methods). The
results obtained with these primer pairs were not desirable. The majority of the primer
pairs obtained from the genomic library (15 of 24) were monomorphic, showing one single
intense band in the parents and CP2 (Fig. 1). Eight others did not amplify fragments in CP2
even after redesigning the primers. Only one primer pair (RV 57-58) amplified clear
polymorphic bands in CP2 that segregated among the anther-derived monoploids and in the
backcross family (Fig 4).

c) Tomato and chloroplast primer pairs

The same situation observed with primer pairs from the genomic library was seen with the
primer pairs from tomato and chloroplast DNA. Only one tomato primer pair (tom 8+9)
amplified polymorphic bands in our population; five pairs did not amplify at all and the
remaining two were monomorphic. None of the chloroplast DNA primers amplified in the
CP2 family.

All 11 polymorphic primer pairs exhibited specific bands in each of the parents, and CP2
inherited one band each from 80-1 and BARD 1-3. Only primer pair RV 19+20 (Fig. 5),
showed a new allele in CP2 that was not present in either parent. Primer pair RV 17+18 did
not amplify any fragment from 80-1 (Fig. 2), but in CP2, two distinct alleles could be seen,
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one identical to that of BARD 1-3. It was presumed that the other allele was the one missing
in 80-1. Stepwise recombination or unequal crossing over might have contributed in the
creation of the new alleles in CP2 (Veilleux et al. 1995).

Distorted segregation among CP2 monoploids was observed for four of the 11 polymorphic
loci (Table 2). Analysis of the sexually derived backcross family (CP2 × 80-1) and of the
anther-derived monoploids of BARD 1-3 was done to determine possible reasons for these
distorted segregations. The GAA repeat within the starch phosphorylase gene, amplified by
primer pair RV 11+12 exhibited extreme distortion. Allele ‘B’ of this locus (the phu allele)
was never detected in anther-derived monoploids in both CP2 and BARD 1-3 families). This
locus was skewed towards the chc (A) allele even in the backcross population (Table 2). Two
additional skewed loci (amplified by primer pairs RV 3+4, and 21+22) favored the chc allele
(Fig. 6, 7). The STLS1 locus, amplified by primer pair RV 23+24, was distorted in favor of
the chc allele in the CP2 family, but in favor of the phu allele in the backcross (CP2 × 80-1).

Discussion
Searching the public databases is the easiest and fastest way to generate SSR primers. The
last report on Solanum sequences in the databases (Smulders et al. 1997) shows 35 entries
that contain SSRs. We limited our search to SSRs with more than one base in the core repeat,
since those represent the most informative loci. Redundancy of the databases and searches
done using complementary repeat sequences (such as CTT, GAA) led to false results. This
was the case of primer pairs RV 3+4, 7+9, 9+10, and 41+42, that were designed from similar
sequences in the databases. Accession numbers X52416, X52417, X58453, and X83220 are
entries of the same gene (GBSS) sequenced from different source organisms. In addition,
there are two different microsatellite loci in the waxy gene amplified by these primer pairs; an
actc repeat, and some 200 bp downstream, a ctt repeat.
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Only two of the 12 new primer pairs designed from database sequences failed to amplify in the
anther-derived populations. The rate of polymorphic loci among them, (9 of 24 total, or
37.5%) was similar to those obtained in other studies in potato (Schneider and Douches 1997;
Provan et al. 1996) and tomato (Broun and Tanksley 1996).

This is the first report on development of SSR primers based on a genomic library of potato.
Only one of the 24 pairs designed from the genomic library (RV 57+58) showed clear
polymorphism in the CP2 family, while 17 others were monomorphic.

These results were unexpected, compared to the high degree of polymorphism observed in
other species (Liu et al. 1996; Maughan et al. 1995) for primer pairs obtained both from the
databases and the genomic library. The lower degree of polymorphism in potato might derive
from the fact that potato is a vegetatively propagated plant, thus reducing the occurrence of
unequal crossing-over and mismatches, that are thought to be the origin of SSR polymorphism
(Schneider and Douches 1997). The fact that the populations were derived from two lines,
might also have contributed in lowering the degree of polymorphism.

However, the loci that exhibited monomorphism in our population may be polymorphic in a
larger population. Primer pair RV 13+14 that revealed no polymorphism in our population,
showed four alleles in a study with 39 North American potato cultivars (Schneider and
Douches 1997). Only one of the five primer pairs taken from the study by Provan et al.
(1996) showed polymorphism in our population, whereas in their study the same primer pairs
revealed 2-9 different alleles among 18 potato cultivars.

Distorted segregation in the CP2 monoploid family was observed for four of eleven loci. For
three of the four loci, over-representation of the chc 80-1 allele was observed. Overrepresentation of the phu BARD 1-3 allele was observed only in one case (ag repeat in STLS1
locus, amplified by primers RV 23+24). This allele may be linked to a gene favoring anther
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culture response, since the BARD 1-3 parent is known to be considerably more anther culture
competent than 80-1. The reverse segregation distortion observed in the sexual population
(Table 2) was unexpected. However, genes favoring anther culture response are not
necessarily favored in sexual populations.

Different segregation patterns were observed in the other skewed loci. Allele B of the STSTP
locus amplified by primers RV 11+12, could be linked to putatively lethal alleles, since it was
not observed either monoploid family or in the backcross population. The ST13ST locus
amplified by primers RV 21+22 showed distortion in both anther-derived monoploid families,
but segregated normally in the backcross family. For this locus the shorter allele was overrepresented among monoploids of both families, even though the anther donors (CP2 and
BARD 1-3) differed in allelic composition. Linkage to alleles that negatively affect anther
culture response can not be ruled out. Singsit and Veilleux (1989) showed that anther culture
competence is controlled by a few genes. Maybe the B allele of the ST13ST locus is linked to
one of these genes. The over-represented allele in this locus is contributed by 80-1 which is
the “anther culture incompetent parent” in this population. However even parents low in
anther culture response might contribute alleles that positively affect this character. Sonnino
et al. (1989) suggested that embryo production in anther culture is regulated by several
recessive genes. Further analysis in populations with a broader genetic bases is needed to
confirm the above-mentioned suggestions.

The waxy locus, amplified by primer pair RV 3+4, also showed distorted segregation in the
CP2 monoploid family. It is not likely that this locus is linked to genes affecting anther
culture response because normal segregation was observed in the BARD 1-3 monoploid
family and in the backcross. Perhaps the interspecific nature of the CP2 hybrid affected
segregation. Specific allelic combinations in CP2 might be responsible for the distortion
observed in this locus.
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The SSR primer pairs developed in this study augment those of previous reports on SSR
markers in potato. The fact that the polymorphism rate was not as high as expected in our
interspecific population does not rule out the possibility of high polymorphism in other
populations, especially in S. tuberosum cultivars, where up to four alleles in a single locus are
possible. In general primer pairs designed to have a higher melting temperature showed
better amplification and unambiguous detection of parental alleles.
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Table 1. Primer pairs, source, and PCR conditions used to detect SSR polymorphisms in
potato.
A. New primers from the public databases
RV
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
59
60
61
62

Sequence (5' - 3')
aattcatgtttgcggtacgtc
atgcagaaagatgtcaaaattga
gaaatcgacacagacggaaat
cgagggactttaatttgttgga
aataatactgtgatgccacaatgg
gtggcatgtcttcgaaggtac
gtgattggcaatcagattgaaa
gtgtgtggactgtggagtgg
gctatgttagggtcaagggcta
atatgggatgcttggtataccg
tattcccccttcctactcaa
tcttccacattcctaacctg
caaaattaaaagaaaaagag
accaataatcctacaaacaa
attgttttctttcttcttgc
aattctagcccttcactttg
tttgttggtgagagtttgta
tttttgtttgtttattggtc
tttttctcctgtcactta
gcttctccactaccatcc
attctcctttggtttttcc
atgcaggtgatgactctaa

Locus1
STACCAS3

Acc. No.1
Z27235

Repeat
(aag)7

STWIN12G

X13497

(aat)6

POTM 1-2

U23758

(at)20

ST13ST
def 4
STLS1

X67511

(at)11

X04753

(ag)11

ST13ST

X67511

(at)11

STIIKA

M15186

t14a10(at)7

STPROINIX

Z14027

c14(ct)8(at)9

SC810LP

X72927

a19

ST20345

U20345

(ggtt)3(gtt)3

STRBCS2

X69760

(at)8

75

Prod2 PCR3 Tm
250 bp
1 59°C
58°C
240 bp
1 60°C
60°C
221 bp
1 60°C
59°C
200 bp
1 59°C
60°C
192 bp
2 59°C
60°C
202
1 58°C
58°C
220
1 48°C
52°C
200
1,3,4 52°C
56°C
170
1 54°C
51°C
198
1 49°C
51°C
224
1 46°C
50°C

Result4
+
+
+
+
+
+
np
np

B. Primers from previously published studies§
RV
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
97
98
99
100
101
102

Sequence (5' - 3')
tttctattgaaaaccttgagaggg
catctctacattcacgagcat
cccataatactgtcgatgagca
gaatgtagggaaacatgcatga
cttgcaacttgttagtaccccc
aaatcctttgtgacctcccc
tgattctcttgcctactgtaatcg
agtcagagtatggttcctgagtcc
ttctgatttcatgcatgtttcc
atgtgtggtctacaaaaagggg
ttcagagacatcatggcaactt
atccttcatcagaggaagaatcc
caaccaacaaggtaaatggtacc
tggtctggtgcattagaaaaaa
agtactcagtcaatcaaag
aggtaagtatgttctccag
ccacagtgtaataagcat
tagtaacggggaaagacg
aaggagagaagaacataa
cattgaataacacaccat
gacacgttcaccataaaa
agaagaatagcaaagcaa
gaagttttatcagaatcc
atcacctcatcagcaatc
ggaaaggttagggtttttaatatt
ccgcgatgcaataagagtaaa
gtcataaataaggttattccccg
ggatactaaatctcgtcgttaact
ggaattcgtaccttctcgg
gaaaggaaagctagaaataccca
§

Locus1
Acc. No.1
STPOACUTR X55748

Repeat
(ta)13

Prod2 PCR3 Tm
228 bp
1 60°C
59°C
223 bp
1 64°C
62°C
180 bp
1 66°C
60°C
246 bp
1 68°C
72°C
236 bp
1 60°C
64°C
220 bp
1 62°C
66°C
386 bp
1 66°C
60°C
173
1 52°C

Result4
-

G28WXST

X52417

(actc)5

STPROINI

Z12611

(tc)12(ta)18

STGBSS

X58453

(ctt)4

STGBSS

X58453

(aag)8

ST STP

X73684

(aga)5

STPATP

X04077

(aatt)5

STSNRNA10

Z11882

(a)19

STRBCS3

X69763

(a)15

201

1

50°C

-

STCPKIN3

Z11970

(t)8(g)5t(g)9

168

1

50°C

-

STGLGPB

L13771

(att)5ttt

132

1

48°C

+

STU6SNRN

X60506

(ttg)5

181

1

48°C

-

Oscp80599†

(t)3c(t)10a(t)4

95

1

-

Oscp89568†

(t)2a(t)10gc(t)3

114

1

Oscp134510†

(a)4t(a)10g(a)3

140

1

60°C
60°C
62°C
64°C
60°C
62°C

Origin of primers:

RV 1-14 - Veilleux et al. 1995; RV 63-72 - Provan et al. 1996, and RV 97-102 - Provan et al.
1997.
† - Locus name given according to Provan et. al 1996.
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+
+
+
+
+
-

-

Table 1C. Primers from the genomic library
RV
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86

Sequence (5' - 3')
ggggaaacaaggctaaaata
aggggacaaaaggtggag
aataattcagaccaagaaaa
caatgaaaactaacgagata
aacacacccactcacctc
ggcgcccgattttagaa
ttcaaagaaatcacaaaatc
tcaagaccccaaaactaact
actcacccactcacctc
ccctcccctgcgactgt
aggcaggtaggcacaaat
acaactcatcgtctccag
aacattacaacacattagca
aacttatctgaaactctcgt
gactgtgctcttgcttga
cacactttatgctggttc
attctccgaaagtatgtct
tgggatgagttggtgtgtc
gcaaaatacaggctccatag
ttctcaacaacttcccatcc
atcatcacagcctctttt
gcctcaatcgtcacttat
ttgcgtgaagcagccgtaaa
gcccagtaagtaaaacattg
acacacagaaaggtaaag
gtcagtacgaaaaaatgt
tttgcctgatatagaat
aaccaatccatgcctagaat
atcttgcacaacttactc
atttacccactagctcta
ttatgaacaccttggagagt
ttcaattaacaccatagaca
ataaaccgcatgagaagc
atgggatagatttgttag
gggacatcacagtct
ggtgctcctattggtg
ggcagagggaacaatagtgg
caggaatagcaacgatggac

Repeat

(att)20
40 bases
rich with t and a
20 bases
rich with t and c

(ca)9
(tg)10(ag)10
(ca)15
(ca)14
(ct)10(ca)9
(ca)9
(gt)10
(ta)5(tg)10
(ca)15
(tg)3a(tg)3a(tg)4
(ca)9
(ag)7(gt)8(ag)8
(gt)9
(gt)10

Prod2 PCR3 Tm
1,3,4 58°C
60°C
1,3,4 51°C
53°C
1,3,4 60°C
58°C
1,3,4 51°C
55°C
161
1 54°C
58°C
163
1 54°C
54°C
204
1 47°C
50°C
131
1 54°C
52°C
129
1 52°C
56°C
183
1 58°C
58°C
147
1 48°C
52°C
111
1 60°C
56°C
185
1 50°C
50°C
224
1 44°C
56°C
187
1 50°C
50°C
135
1 56°C
52°C
143
1 52°C
48°C
153
1,3,4 46°C
50°C
229
1,3,4 62°C
60°C
77

Result4
np
np
np
np
np
np
+
np
np
-

87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96

Table 1C (continued)
aaaacaggattcggacac
tagtattgtgcttgctta
gagcctcaatcgtcactt
ccatttgttagcccagta
gaccaataattcagaccaaga
gtgccagagaaaggtgtt
tatggaagactctgctgg
cactggtggacctaatac
ctattcaaagctggatgg
actggcgggagcacaagg

(gt)8

250

1

(gt)10

179

1

(att)19

184

1

(t)4ca(t)18

187

1

(aag)9

236

1

78

52°C
48°C
54°C
52°C
58°C
54°C
54°C
54°C
52°C
60°C

-

D. Tomato primers
Tom
M3f
M3r
M17f
M17r
8
9
11
28
35
36
39
40
41*
42*
43*
44*
45*
46*
47
48
51
52
59
60
61
62
63
64

Sequence (5' - 3')
tcttaccttcccagatgccacc
cgccaaccatccgtatcacc
tgcaacttgttagtacccccc
cacccccccacacacaccct
gcattgattgaacttcattctcgt
atttttgtccaccaactaaccg
cagtaactaccaaaaatagtcaaa
attgtaatggtgatgctcttcc
ttcttttggtggttttccttgactc
gttatttctctgttgttgctgctg
taacacattcatcaaagtacc
ttgcgtgataatccagtaat

caagttgattgcattacctattg
tacaacaacatttcttcttcctt
aagtgtgtttggaattatcagc
acaactattcattctcctacat
taacacatgaacattagtttga
cacgtaaaataaagaaggaat
ggcaaagaaggacccagagc
ggtgcctaaaaaagttaaat
tcgtaattgtttgtcatgttgc
tcattgtagtgaggtgctagtg

Locus1
TOMCD4A

Acc. No. 1
M32603

Repeat
(gtt)5

POTINHW1

M17108

(at)9

Genomic
library
Genomic
library
LEGAST1

X63093

(ta)12

LEACC2G

X59139

(aatt)5

Genomic
library
Genomic
library
Genomic
library
LEGTOM5

(att)7
(ctt)5(ct)5

(tcc)6

X60441

Prod2 PCR3 Tm Result4
157
4 68°C
64°C
4 64°C
68°C
140
4 62°C
+
60°C
210
4 62°C
62°C
246
4 70°C
68°C
228
4 56°C
np
54°C
157
4
-

(ct)10

199

4

-

t30

104

4

np

(at)10

165

4

(atta)4

223

4

Genomic
library
LESSRPSPG

Z34518

(c)16

130

4

LEGTPASE

Z34518

(cac)6

184

4

LPTRYINH

M59427

(aatt)2t(aatt)2

201

4

62°C
58°C
60°C
58°C
56°C
54°C
62°C
52°C
60°C
64°C

1

Gene names and accession numbers in the EMBL/Genbank databases.

2

Expected product length according to the sequenced fragment used to design the primer.

3

PCR protocol that gave the best results. See materials and methods for explanation. For
pairs that gave no specific product, all the protocols were tried.

4

Polymorphism in CP2 family: + polymorphic; - monomorphic; np - no specific product
amplified.

* Primer sequences were not available at the time of submission.
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Table 2. Segregation ratios for the three families.
Locus

CP2 monoploid fam.
χ2

CP2 × 80-1 backcross1
χ2

A§

B§

3+4

36

6

21.43**

5+6

27

15

3.43ns

11+12

41

0

41.00**

25

15+16

16

23

1.26ns

17+18

23

12

3.46ns

19+20

14

21

1.40ns

ns

21+22

27

14

4.12*

ns

23+24

6

35

20.51**

20

6

7.54**

57+58

23

18

0.61ns

12

16

0.57ns

69+70

19

23

0.38ns

5

6

0.09ns

Tom 8+9

13

13

0.00ns

1

†

A

AB

17

13

†

BARD 1-3 monoploid fam.2
χ2

†

A

B

0.53ns

13

18

0.81ns

ns

16

13

0.31ns

5

13.33**

31

0

31.00**

12

14

0.15ns

14

11

0.36ns

22

9

5.45*

2

5

1.29ns

NT

For primer pairs: 5+6; 19+20; 21+22 the segregation patterns were complex since both CP2

and 80-1 are heterozygous at these loci. However no skewness of individual alleles were
observed.
2

BARD 1-3 monoploids were not checked at these loci: 15+16; 19+20; 23+24; 69+70; tom 8+9;

since BARD 1-3 (the anther-donor) is homozygous, so no segregation is expected.
§ At each locus ‘A’ represents the 80-1 allele and ‘B’ the BARD 1-3 allele.
NT - not tested.
† Deviation from the expected 1:1 segregation ratio:
ns - not significant;
* - significant at 0.05% level;
** - significant at 0.01% level.
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1
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no specific product

8

11

14

monomorphic

17

20

23

polymorphic

Figure 1. Test of eight primer pairs from the genomic library for polymorphism in the CP2
family. Starting at lane 2, in groups of three lanes are the amplified products of primer pairs
43+44; 45+46; 47+48; 49+50; 51+52; 53+54; 55+56; 57+58. The three lanes in each group
represent 80-1, BARD 1-3, and CP2, respectively. Lane 1 is the 100 bp λ-DNA ladder.
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Figure 2. Test of five primer pairs developed from the database for polymorphism in the CP2
family. Starting with lane 2 in groups of six lanes are the amplified products of primer pairs
RV 15+16; 17+18; 19+20; 21+22; 23+24. In each group the first three lanes from left are 801; BARD 1-3; CP2 (the other three are accessions not related to CP2). Note that 80-1 did
not amplify with primer pair RV 17+18 (lane 8). Lane 1 is the 100 bp λ-DNA ladder. All
pairs were polymorphic in CP2
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Figure 3. Example of monomorphic pattern of the STIIKA locus, amplified by primer pair
RV 35+36. Lanes from left to right: 1) 100 bp λ-DNA ladder; 2) negative control with no
DNA added; 3) ‘80-1’; 4) BARD ‘1-3’; 5) CP2; 6-30), twenty-five anther-derived CP2
monoploids.
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Figure 4. SSR polymorphism among 20 backcross progenies CP2 × 80-1 (lanes 6-25)
detected by primer pair RV 57+58 (from the genomic library). Lane 1 is the 100 bp λ-DNA
ladder; lane 2 is the negative control, lanes 3-5 are 80-1, BARD 1-3 and CP2, respectively.
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15
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Figure 5. Amplification of the at repeat from locus POTM 1-2 by primer pair RV 19+20.
Lines from left to right: 1) 100 bp λ-DNA ladder, 2) negative control, 3) 80-1, 4) BARD 1-3,
5) CP2, lines 6-19 are 14 anther-derived homozygous diploids of CP2, lines 20-21 are two
heterozygous diploids. The arrow points at a new allele in CP2, not present in either parent.
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Figure 6. Distorted segregation of the STSTP locus, amplified by primer pair RV 11+12,
favoring the chc 80-1 allele in the backcross population. Lanes from left to right: 1) 100 bp
λ-DNA ladder, 2) negative control with no DNA, 3) 80-1, 4) CP2, 5-30) twenty-six
backcross progenies.
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Figure 7. Distorted segregation of the waxy locus, amplified by primer pair RV 3+4, favoring
the chc 80-1 allele in the anther-derived monoploid CP2 family. Lanes from left to right:
100 bp λ-DNA ladder, 2) 80-1, 3) BARD 1-3, 4) CP2, 5-30) twenty-six anther-derived
monoploids of CP2.
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Chapter 4: Preliminary studies towards identification of RAPD
markers linked to leptine genes in interspecific potato
populations using bulk segregant analysis

Summary
The random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) technique and bulked segregant analysis of
potato plants expressing high and low leptine content, were used to attempt to identify loci
affecting this character. An anther-derived and a backcross family, both originating from an
interspecific cross between a selection of S. chacoense Bitt., known to be high in leptine
content, and Solanum phureja Juz. & Buk., that contains no leptines, were used. High levels
of leptine content were observed among anther-derived monoploid plants where the genes
inherited from the S. chacoense parent could reach full expression in absence of the
complementary S. phureja alleles. Segregation data among the monoploids and backcross
progeny suggest simple inheritance of leptine biosynthesis in our populations. Contamination
of the backcross population by pollen other than that of the controlled pollinator was found by
simple sequence repeat analysis. Of 55 backcross plants 14 were removed due to the
occurrence of alleles that did not derive from either of the expected parents. The original low
leptine bulk used for bulk segregant analysis had to be reconstructed with individuals that did
not exhibit nonparental alleles. Only two of the sixty decamer primers (Operon kits A, C, and
G) did not amplify specific bands, the others amplified 3-9 distinct bands. Primer pair OPA 16
amplified a band that may be associated with low leptine content. Additional work will be
necessary to verify the association of this marker with genes affecting glycoalkaloid content.
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Introduction
Solanum steroidal glycoalkaloids are an important class of secondary metabolites found in
more than 350 species (Lawson et al. 1993). Their presence in cultivated potato can be a
concern regarding toxicity to humans, but on the other hand their antifeedant activity against
insect pests (especially the Colorado potato beetle) is of particular interest to breeders since
they offer the possibility of introducing natural defense mechanisms into commercial cultivars.
Not all the glycoalkaloids are effective deterrents of Colorado potato beetle. The cultivated
potato possesses only α-solanine and α-chaconine, against which the potato beetle is resistant.
Some selections of the wild tuber-bearing species Solanum chacoense Bitt. have
demonstrated high resistance to Colorado potato beetle and this resistance has been associated
with leptine glycoalkaloids (Sinden et al. 1986).

Leptine-based resistance against Colorado potato beetle is of great interest to breeders, but
no cultivar incorporating this kind of resistance is yet available. This may be in part because
of the polygenic inheritance of glycoalkaloid content in tetraploid potato (Sanford and Sinden
1972). In crosses between high leptine selections of S. chacoense (after chromosome
doubling) with S. tuberosum breeding lines, most of the offspring produced leptines, indicating
a dominant factor in S. chacoense (Sanford et al. 1996). However this study required
chromosome doubling, which involves some inbreeding when working at the tetraploid level
(only two alleles are present in the chromosome-doubled lines instead of four possible in the
tetraploid clones). Selection at the diploid level seems easier due to less complicated
segregation patterns encountered in diploid species. Adapted clones of Solanum phureja Juz.
& Buk. could be used as a genetic bridge between S. chacoense and S. tuberosum, since it can
be crossed easily with both species (Haynes 1972, Veilleux and Lauer 1981). Sinden et al.
(1986b) suggested that leptine synthesis is controlled by recessive genes, and that high levels
of leptines are also under environmental control.
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All these characteristics of leptine production (low heritability, polygenic trait, environmental
influence) increase the difficulties of efficient selection of high leptine clones in potato.
According to the hypothetical pathway (Fig. 1, taken from Lawson et al. 1993), biosynthesis
of acetylleptinidine (the aglycone of leptines) occurs from solanidine, leptinidine being an
intermediate step. This hypothesis is based upon the structural relationships between these
alkaloids. Tagging of putative loci affecting the two steps of this pathway would be of
interest to breeders, and would help the efforts to transfer leptine-based resistance to
commercial cultivars of potato.

Marker-assisted selection can increase the efficiency of selection for traits of low heritability.
To realize this, one should find markers tightly linked to the trait of interest. RAPD analysis
(Williams et al. 1990) is based on amplification of DNA regions using random 10-mer primers.
Their abundance in plant genomes and the ease of the assay has made RAPDS a useful tool in
gene mapping studies in many plant species. In cases when specific regions of the genome are
investigated, bulked segregant analysis can be used to identify markers linked to genes of
interest. The method, developed by Michelmore et al. (1991) involves comparing pooled
DNA samples from a population segregating for the trait of interest. Members of each pool
represent extremes of expression for the trait of interest but are arbitrary for all other loci.
Markers that show polymorphism between the pools are likely to be linked to the trait of
interest.

The objective of this study was to use bulked segregant analysis to identify molecular markers
linked to putative loci controlling glycoalkaloid content in an interspecific potato population
segregating for specific and total glycoalkaloids.
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Materials and Methods
Plant populations used and construction of bulks

Plant materials included the clones Solanum chacoens e80-1 (chc), S. phurej aBARD 1-3
(ph u), their F1 hybrid CP2, the anther-derived monoploids of CP2 (42 individuals), and a
backcross between CP2 and BARD 1-3 (56 individuals). Leaf samples taken from
greenhouse-grown plants were sent to Dr. A.R. Miller, Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center, Wooster, Ohio, for glycoalkaloid analysis by gas chromatography
(Lawson et. al 1992). Based on measurements of levels of total and specific glycoalkaloids,
eight different bulks were constructed with 6-8 individuals each (six of the bulks were
constructed from the backcross family, and two from the monoploids). In each bulk 100 ng of
DNA solution from each individual were mixed (10 µL DNA at the concentration of 10 ng/µL
from each individual). Table 1 shows individuals in each bulk and the trait used to
differentiate bulks.

DNA extraction

Total genomic DNA was extracted using the CTAB extraction buffer according to Doyle and
Doyle (1987). Plant material from the greenhouse was used for DNA extraction from the
plants of the backcross family, while for the monoploids in vitr o plantlets grown on Murashige
and Skoog (1962) basal medium were used.

RAPD analysis

Sixty decamer primers, purchased from Operon Technologies (Alameda, Calif.) were used
(kits OPA, OPC, and OPG, twenty primers each). The reaction mixture of 25 µL, contained:
20 ng genomic DNA, 0.6 µM primer, 200 µM dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP, 1 × PCR buffer
(2.5 mM MgCl2, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.3), and 1 U Ta q polymerase (Promega).
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For those primers that amplified intense bands, the amount of the reaction mixture was
reduced to 15 µL (maintaining the concentrations of each ingredient). The reactions were
overlaid with a drop of light mineral oil, and amplifications were conducted with a Perkin
Elmer Cetus Model 480 thermal cycler. The amplification procedure was as follows: 45
cycles of 1 min denaturation at 94°C, 1 min primer annealing at 37°C, 2 min extension at
72°C, followed by a final extension step of 4 min at 72°C. The amplified fragments were
separated in 1.4% agarose gel in TBE buffer for 4-5 hours at 90 Volts (Sambrook et al.
1989). After separation gels were stained with ethidium bromide and photographed under UV
light.

Results
The anther-donor (CP2) showed intermediate content of acetylleptinidine (2,001 µg/g dry
weight). The phu parent (BARD 1-3) did not have any acetylleptinidine (ALD), whereas the
chc parent (80-1) had 19,838 µg/g dry weight. The monoploids segregated for ALD content,
showing values from 0 - 9000 µg/g dry weight (Fig. 2), approaching half of that of the chc
parent. Eight of 20 CP2 monoploids showed no ALD content or only traces (Fig. 3). Of the
12 that exhibited ALD, the level varied by more than 100 fold. Similar segregation was seen
among the backcrosses, although in this population the values were much lower than those of
the monoploids or the chc parent (Figs. 4 and 5). This was expected, since individuals in this
population were 75% S. phureja. Although the major objective of this study was to identify
markers linked to genes controlling leptine content, eight different bulks were constructed to
represent several glycoalkaloid phenotypes (Table 1, data about the contents of other
glycoalkaloids are not shown), with the hope of detecting putative genes that affect any step
in the hypothetical pathway of leptine synthesis.

Sixty decamer RAPD primers (Operon kits A, C, and G) were screened using DNA from all
the eight bulks. SSR primer pairs were not used with the bulks, since all the individuals of the
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monoploid family had been previously screened with all the polymorphic pairs (Chapter 1 of
this study) and no linkage with glycoalkaloid content could be detected. Some of the RAPD
primers were previously tested in studies with CP2 monoploids in our lab and were used to
estimate genetic composition of the family (Veilleux et al. 1995). All the primers, except
OPG 20 and OPA 8, amplified from 3 to 9 detectable bands (Fig. 6). Since only the bulks
were tested, no conclusion could be drawn related to the degree of polymorphism detected by
RAPD markers in the populations (all the bands are expected to be monomorphic, except
those linked to the gene/s of interest).

Initially differences between bulks 1 (high ALD) and 4 (no ALD) were checked (Table 1, Fig.
6). Surprisingly, twenty bands were found to differentiate these two bulks. Further analysis
of individuals from bulk 4 showed that many of the individuals comprising the bulk displayed
foreign bands that were not present in either parent of CP2. To confirm this, the individuals
that showed the foreign bands were screened with the polymorphic SSR primer pairs (Chapter
1 this study). Figure 7 shows two examples of additional or missing bands in individuals of
bulk 4. Six of the eight individuals of bulk 4 showed the additional band and were
subsequently removed from the population. The plants with extra bands were represented in
all the low bulks (bulks 3, 4, and 6). Another low ALD bulk was constructed (bulk n) to
substitute for bulk 4, but no other bulks could be constructed to substitute for bulks 3 and 6.
Members of this new bulk were all checked again for extra bands (same SSR loci were used).
No foreign bands were observed in the individuals of bulk 1 (checked with RAPD and SSR
primers).

All the primers that had discriminated bulks 1 and 4, were rechecked with bulks 1 and “n”.
Only primer OPA 16 showed a band that was missing in the high bulk (1) but present in the
low bulk (n), and was consistent in all the individuals of both bulks (Fig. 8). None of the
primers could differentiate the high (bulk 7) and low (bulk 8) bulks from the monoploid family
(Fig. 9).
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Discussion
Our possibilities to identify markers linked to putative loci affecting glycoalkaloid content
were limited because of the size and the composition of the families available. The
monoploids were derived from a hybrid that had previously shown signs of hybrid breakdown
in the form of slow growing plants, many of which died right after flowering (Veilleux and
Miller 1998). Signs of the phenomenon were observed among the monoploids too. Many of
them did not grow enough in the greenhouse to allow sample collection for leptine analysis.
Construction of bulks from the monoploid family was limited to only 20 individuals, too low
to obtain sufficient phenotypic differentiation. The backcross progeny were more vigorous,
but some of them grew slowly and weakly. Many of them were analyzed twice showing
changes in leptine content. It has been previously shown that leptine biosynthesis is also under
environmental control (Deahl et al. 1991). Even the individuals of the high bulk from the
backcross population had only modest leptine content.

Previous studies on the genetic basis of acetylleptinidine production proposed the presence of
homozygous dominant genes in the high leptine selections of S. chacoense (Sanford et al.
1996; Veilleux and Miller 1998). McCollum and Sinden (1979) explained the segregation
patterns of glycoalkaloids in F2 populations of S. chacoense with a three locus model,
involving dominance, additive effects, and epistasis. Although both populations used in our
study were of limited size, the phenotypic expression of leptine content and the segregation
patterns among the monoploids and the backcross progeny (Figs. 3, 5), suggest simple
inheritance and dominance.

The presence of plants not derived from the backcross population (in the low leptine bulk)
increased the difficulties in finding any marker linked to leptine expression. Initial results
unexpectedly showed frequent marker bands differentiating the two bulks. Only plants that
did not synthesize any leptines showed extra bands, indicating a possible selfing of the phu
parent (the direction of the cross was BARD 1-3 × CP2). However after checking all the
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ambiguous plants with the polymorphic SSR markers (Chapter 1), this possibility was ruled
out. The extra alleles that were detected with primer pairs RV 19+20 and RV 33+34, were
different from those of BARD 1-3 and not present in 80-1. The origin of these alleles remains
unknown. It is probable that pollen from another potato genotype that did not produce
leptines contaminated the population. This possibility is reinforced by the fact that, besides an
extra slow band that appears in primer pair RV 19+20, the faster band (the one inherited from
chc 80-1 in CP2) was missing in all the “contaminated” plants (Fig. 7). Members of the
“new” low bulk (bulk n in Table 1) were all checked with SSR primers and all of them
showed the expected patterns, so it is likely that those plants are progeny of the backcross.

When searching for markers linked to a specific character, it is desirable to obtain a marker
that associates with high gene expression (presence of the band indicates presence of the
gene). In our case the opposite was found. The band amplified from primer OPA 16
apparently is linked in repulsion with a locus affecting acetylleptinidine biosynthesis (absence
of the band is associated with high acetylleptinidine content). The fact that this band did not
differentiate the monoploid bulks (bulks 7 and 8, Fig. 9) raises doubts as to the occurrence of
a S. chacoense allele linked to it. Most probably it is linked to a S. phureja gene that
suppresses leptine biosynthesis. Differences in the leptine levels synthesized by the backcross
and monoploid families reinforce this possibility. In the high leptine producers of the
backcross progeny levels of acetylleptinidine (measured in µg/g dry weight) are in the 300500 range, whereas in the monoploids levels of 7000-9000 were observed. In the hemizygous
condition (monoploid plants) the chacoense alleles could reach full expression, showing
values that were higher than the anther-donor CP2. However the monoploid family was too
small to allow a definite conclusion. Leptine data could be collected only for 20 of the 42
monoploids derived from CP2. Many of the plants did not acclimate in the greenhouse in
order to allow sample collection for analysis.

Among 21 individuals of the backcross population only three recombinants were found where
the OPA 16 band did not cosegregate with the absence of leptines. Statistic analysis
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confirmed linkage of the band with leptine expression (p < 0.002, data not shown). Although
at the margins of significance (population size limited, expression of the character not always
reliable), it is possible that the band amplified by primer OPA 16 can be helpful in screening
potato populations for leptine content. To reach a more reliable conclusion this primer should
be checked in other populations of a greater size and with more reliable phenotypic expression
of the trait.
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Table 1. Genotypic composition of the eight bulks used to target genes controlling
glycoalkaloid expression in potato. For specific ALD content of backcross selections see Fig. 4.
CP2 × BARD 1-3 Backcross
Bulk 1

Bulk 2

Bulk n

Bulk 3

Bulk 4

High ALD

LD, no

no ALD or

High SD

Low SD

CP2 1x
Bulk 5

Bulk 6

Bulk 7

High TGA Low TGA High ALD

Bulk 8
No LD or

ALD
LD

ALD

no ALD or no ALD or
LD

LD

BC 55

BC 63

BC 514

BC 514

BC 505*

BC 55

BC 508*

CP2-3

CP2-7

BC 65

BC 68

BC 519

BC 521*

BC 508*

BC 65

BC 510*

CP2-14

CP2-11

BC 520

BC 550

BC 528

BC 523*

BC 510*

BC 514

BC 519

CP2-103

CP2-13

BC 532

BC 554

BC 539

BC 528

BC 519

BC 520

BC 524

CP2-165

CP2-171

BC 575

BC 579

BC 540

BC 562

BC 522*

BC 561

BC 551*

CP2-308

CP2-200

BC 596

BC 586

BC 562

BC 568

BC 540

BC 586

BC 563

CP2-337

CP2-309

BC 613

BC 591

BC 568

BC 569

BC 551*

BC 613

BC 614

CP2-373

BC 647

BC 638

BC 569

BC 621

BC 643*

BC 638

BC 625

Abbreviations:
ALD - acetylleptinidine
LD - leptinidine
SD - solanidine
TGA - total glycoalkaloids.
* - plants showing additional alleles (contaminated).
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Figure 1. Hypothetical pathway for acetylleptinidine biosynthesis in Solanum chacoense
(from Lawson et al. 1993).
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Figure 2. Acetylleptinidine content of 20 individuals of the CP2 monoploid family.
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Figure 3. Distribution of ALD content in the CP2 monoploid family.
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Figure 4. Acetylleptinidine content in 55 individuals of the CP2 × BARD 1-3 backcross family.
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Figure 5. Grouping of individuals from the CP2 × BARD 1-3 backcross family according to
their acetylleptinidine content.
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Figure 6. Example of polymorphic patterns differentiating bulks 1 (high ALD) and 4 (low
ALD). Arrows show the polymorphic band in coupling (case of OPC 1 and OPC 8) or in
repulsion (case of OPC 3 and OPC 9). In every block of eight, lanes represent: 1) negative
control with no DNA, 2-8) bulks 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. The first lane on the left of the gel is the
DNA marker (EcoR I and Hind III digested λ DNA).
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Figure 7. Screening of individuals from bulk 1 and 4 by SSR analysis. In every group of six
(showed by the lines) the first three lanes represent individuals from bulk 1, whereas the last
three are individuals from bulk 4. Arrows indicate an additional band and one missing band
amplified by primer pair RV 19+20 (in individuals of bulk 4), and one missing band in primer
pair RV 33+34 (present only in individuals of bulk 1). The first lane from the left is the 100
bp λ DNA ladder.
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Figure 8. DNA polymorphism revealed by primer OPA 16 in the backcross family. Lines
from left to right: 1) DNA ladder, 2) control lane with no DNA, 3) 80-1, 4) BARD 1-3, 5)
CP2, 6) high bulk (bulk 1), 7) low bulk (bulk n), 8-15) the eight individuals of the low bulk,
16-21) six individual from the high bulk, 22-25) four other individuals from the family (three
of them have leptines). The arrow points to the polymorphic band present in the low bulk and
low individuals only.
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Figure 9. Amplification obtained with primer OPA-16 in the CP2 1x family. Lanes from left
to right:
1) Lambda Eco R-1, Hind III DNA ladder, 2) high bulk (bulk 7), 3) low bulk (bulk 8), 4-9)
individuals from the low bulk, 10-15) individuals from the high bulk, 16-25) ten other
individuals of the family. The arrow indicates the band that was polymorphic in the backcross
family. Note the identical pattern of the two bulks.
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